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SUMMARY
The small deflection behavior is presented for clamped flat plates
having a boundary defined by the equation
	
a 10,+  b l 	 1 where
a, b, a and 6 as positive constants not necessarily integers, with
1 < a < 2 and 1.6 < a, Q < 10 . The ratios of deflections to plate
thickness are presented for uniform transverse loads as well as for uni-
form plus linearly varying transverse load. Deflections are presented
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1. Objective of General Project and the Relation of Current Report
The major objective of this project was the optimization of a class of
two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures. The effort has been
directed to the application of existing analytical techniques to the
response of structural members having a range of shapes. The governing
equations for these shapes were
la a+ b s= 1	 (l)
a 10'+i b IS 	 +
	 I Y = 1	 (2)
where a, b, c, a, ( and Y are positive constants which need not be integers.
Three-dimensional shapes result from revolving the line element defined by (1)
about either th= x-axis or the y-axis.
More general shapes result from the use of (2), while cross-sections of
(2) are described by (1). Thus, plates defined by equations in the form of
(I) may be used as bulk heads for structures defined by (2).
Because of the wide range of shapes which may be generated by (1) and by
(2), the applications are not limited to the subjects of the current reports.
For example, the mapping reported in [61 along with an application similar
to that reported in [7], could be used to determine the torsional behavior of
cylindrical shafts having cross-sections defined by (i). Many .the y possi-
bilities exist for structural optimization using these equations directly
or as approximations to other shapes. in many cases a least square approxi-





Earlier reports prepared under this grant [1,2,3,4,6,7]*, along with
[5,8,9], treat various aspects of the application of (1) and (2) to structural
^t
members. A companion report [10], being prepared under this grant, determines
the large deflection behavior for the clamped plate using the Rayleigh-Ritz
method. The current report uses the collocation method, [11].
The author decided, at the inception of the project to calculate the
small deflection behavior, for the clamped thin plates, by three distinct
methods.
This decision was made to insure the accuracy of the results and to permit
a comparison of the methods for the large range of shapes. In the process,
minor errors in all three programs were detected which might have gone
unnoticed had not the alternate solutions been available.
The three methods were particularly useful where deflections for limit-
ing shapes, such as those near the diamond shape were involved.
When two different methods resulted in the same solution, the error was
assumed to exist in the third method. Ultimately, all three methods achieved
the same solution and thus were assumed to be correct.
i
The above procedure was necessary because of the large range of shapes
for which comparison results did not exist in the literature. For the circle,
t	 the ellipse, the square, the rectangle and the diamond shape, adequate results
existed in the literature. For the intermediate range of shapes, analytical
and experimental results were not available.
2. Purpose of Report
This report is directed to the solution of the small deflection behavior




qof thin flat plates clamped at the outer boundary and loaded with uniform
transverse loads or with linearly varying transverse loads or a combination
of uniform and linearly varying loads. Since small deflection theory was
used, superposition was applicable and the combined load solution could
be obtained by adding the uniform and the linear load solutions.
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The transverse deflection, W, of thin camped plates Fig. 1 of constant
flexural rigidity, D, subjected to transverse load intensity, q, is governed
by the differential equation
y
Fig. 1 Coordinate Geometry
04 W (r,0) = q (r,0)/D	 (3)
where polar coordinates, r and 0, are used to define the location of the
deflection point as well as the load intensity.
The complementary solution to (3) is given by the trigonometric series,
see Conway [11],
W = R + E R cos m0 +
co
 E R^ sin m0	 (4)
c	 o	 m	 m
M=I	 m=1
where
m= 0, R0	 0	 0	 0	 0=A +B r 2 +C log r+D r 2 log 
m = 1, R 1 = A l r + B 1 r 3 + C 1 r-1 + D 1 r log r	 (5)
m> 1, R = A r  + B r -m + C rm+ ` + D r-m+









Equation (1) may be expressed in polar coordinates as
a	 Q
F	 (r,0) =	 r cosh	 +	 r s b
C16	 a	
in0 _ 1 = 0
Since Fas
 is symmetrical with respect to the x and the y axes, the
lines 0 = 0° and 0 = 90°, only the first quadrant need be considered for
the plate deflection analysis. Because superposition is valid for small
deflections, it is possible to solve for the deflection due to linear load
as well as for the uniform load in the first quadrant.
The loading q (r,0) is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the
y-axis and to have the form
q ( y ) = q Z y + qu	 (7)
or in polar form
q(r,0) = q. r sin6 + q u
	(8)
where q. and q u
 are constants which define the linear and the uniform
components of the loading
1. Uniformly Load Solution
In solving for the deflections, the loads (7) are treated separately.
When the uniform component is considered, (4) will exhibit solutions with
identical deflections at (r 1 ,0 1 ) and (r 1 ,-0 1) and since
sin (-m0) = - sin (m0) , m = 1,2,...
	 (9)
these terms will cancel and the deflection will contain only a constant term
and cosine terms. The deflections of points (r 1 ,0 1 ) and ( r 1 ,n - 0 1 ) will be
(6)
5
the same but cos[m(TT-0 1 )) = - cos(m0 1 ) , in = 1,3,5 9 ... .	 (10)
Hence terms containing cos(m0) where in
	 odd must be omitted. Thus
(4) becomes
Wuc (r,0) = R0 + E	 Rm cosm0	 (11)






R = A rm + B r	 in 	 2,4,6,...
Now define the constant terms as AA 	 and substitute (12) into (11) to
obtain the complementary solution for (3) with uniform loading as
00
Wuc (r,0) = AA  + AA  r 2
 + E [AA 2i-1 r2i-2 cos (2i-2)0
i=2 (13)
+ AA 2ir 2 cos (2i-2)0]
A particular solution of (1) is given by
b 4 /D	 2	 2	 2
W	 (r,0) _	 ^ u 	1 - r cos 2 0 - r sin 2 0	 (14)
up	 24(b/a)4+16.b/a)2+24	 a2	 b2
r







the deflection (14) becomes
2	 2








The total solution of (3) then becomes
Wu (r, e) = Wuc (r,6) + Wup (r,e)
	
(17)
The conplementary solution (13) will be truncated and solved for a finite
numbe.- of coefficients AA..i
For clamped thin plates, the following conditions must be satisfied
at any point (r 
B' 
e B ) on the plate boundary:









Consider N evenly spaced points along the first quaerant of the
plate boundary. Application of (18) and (19) to (17) yields 2N linear
homogeneous algebraic equations in 2N unknowns 	 AA1 , AA21 ... 
I AA 2N
Condition (18) yields N equations of the form





Condition (19) may be evaluated from
aw (r,O) aw aw	 aw aw
u _ uc + Dr + uc +	 u	 ae	 (21) )
an ar Dr	 an	 ae 30	 an
Since the	 r and e may be expressed terms of x	 and	 y

















x = n cose	 - t sink
(23)
Y = n sink + t cosh
Solving for	 n	 and	 t
n = x cosh + y sing
(24)
t = - x sink + y cosh
Partial derivatives of 	 (23) yield
3x cosh	 an = - sink
(25)
at	
- sink , at = cosh
z
Polar coordinates r = 	 (. x 2 + y 2 )	 and e = tan-1 (y/x) may be dif-
ferentiated to obtain
Dr = cose	 ay = sine
(26)
ax = - r sine	 ae = 1 cose fY	 r
The differential arc length,	 is related to x,y and
	
as
(ds ) 2 =	 (dx) 2 +	 (dy) 2 or	 Ids 1 2 1 2l+
Idx,
and	 dx = - sink
Thus
2




dy_	 b a	 r cosO I -1	 I r sine 
I 
S-1	 (28)
dx	 a s i	 a	 I	 b
ti
yam.	
f^`'-" .. 1	 .:el^!Ii^F+'	 .. ••^h-.	 ^...«wnwa.-++,.a^roew...e.M
L
From (25) and (26), 22 may be expressed as
1^r
an = cosA cosh + sinA sink
(29)




where sink is defined by (27)
For the evaluation of (19), the following relations are evaluated
using (16) and (13)
awu	 2	 1	 2 cos 2 A	 sin 2A
e = 4(CFE1) r (sinA cosA) (1 - 2) 1-r ( 2 +	 2 )	 (30)
b	 a	 b




a2	 b2[	 a2	 b2	 J
a aec = - E { AA	
r21-2(21-2)sin(2i-2)A + AA 2i r21(21-2)sin(2i-2)A^
i=2
(32)





+ AA 2i(2i)r2 -1 cos(21-2)A}
Equations (27) through (33) permit the evaluation of (21) and thus
w
obtain N additional equations from (19) in terms of the series coefficients
AA i . These equations are of the form





r + a- p aA	 (34)
ar	 an	 aA	 an	 ar	 an	 aA	 an
where the N district equations ace obtained by evaluation at each one
of the N boundary points (r B ,A B ). Solving (20) and (34) simultaneously








deflection at any point (r,0) in the plate may be determined for the
uniform component of the load.
2. Linear Load Solution
For the linearly varying load which is assumed downward for positive
values of y and upward for negative values of y, the complementary
solution of (3) yields P_rst and fourth quadrant deflections of equal
magnitude and of opposite sign. Because the load varies only in the
y-direction, deflections in the second quadrant are identical with those in the
first while those in the third and fourth quadrants are identical.
Since cos(m0 1 ) = cos(-m0 1 ) all cosine terms are excluded. Also,
sin(20 1 ) = 2 sine  cos0 1 = - sin [2(-0 1 + 7)], thus sin(26) must be excluded
and all terms of the form sin(m0), m = 2,4,6,..., must be excluded, The re-
maining coefficients are




,	 m = 1,3,5,...
Note that R = 0 because the center deflection due to the linear load
0
component is zero. Designating all coefficients AA i , the complementary




r21+1] sin(21-1)0 ^ 	 (35)
i=1





qZ b r sine	
— 11 - r2 Cos 20 + sin20	 (36)







which is the exact solution for a clamped, linearly loaded elliptical plate,
see page 312 of [12]. Defining
q b4/D
CFE2 = -	 (37)
24(b/a)4+48(b/a)2+120
(36) becomes
2	 2 —, 2
W^ (r,0) = (CFE2) r sin0 I-r2 ( cosO + si n 0- i	 (38)
  a	 b J
The complete solution is thus
W  (r,0) = WZc (r,0) + 14 Z (r,0)	 (39)
Equation (35) is now truncated to obtain the AA  coefficients, as de-
scribed for the uniform load. The boundary conditions (18) and (19) are
the same as for the uniform load and (22) through (29) are valid. Frcm
(18), N equations of the form
WZc ( r B4 O B ) = - WQp ( rB4 O B )	 (40)




(CEF2) r	 cos0 1-rL (cos'O +
Ja b
2 0
+ 2 sin0 1-r2
I
 +sin(cs 2 O r2 - 2cos0 sin0 + 2sin0 cos0
a 2	b2 1	 a2 b2
(41)






















aWkc _ N 21-1	 2i+1	 1
a0 	 {[AA21-1 r	 + AA 21r	 J (2i-1) cos(21-1)0	 (43)
r
arc =	
i [(21-1) AA21-1 r2i-2+ (2i+1) AA21 r2il sin(2i-1)61	 (44)
i l	 J
Thus N additional equations are obtained
aW
kc ar + 
aW
kc ae = _	
a
_ W^ ar + aWP'p ae	
(45)Dr	 an	 ae	 an	 ar	 an	 ae	 an
Solving (40) and (45) for the AA,' s, the deflection at any point due to
a linearly varying load may be determined using (39).
Superposition of solutions gives the total deflection due to the loading
described by (7), as
t
i	 W(r,e) = Wuc (r,0) + Wup (r,6) + WZc (r,e) + Wkp (r,e)	 (46)
3. Selection of Collocation Points
Even distribution of the collocation points along the boundary, while
desirable, requires the computation of arc length which increases computation
time. The alternate approach, described below, is used for this reason.
First, locate the point on the plate boundary f(r B4 O B ) for which the
tangent is (-b/a). Define a chord with end points (b, Tr/2) and f(rB4OB)
and a chord with end points f(r B4 O B ) and (3,0) . Divide each chord into
N12 evenly distributed points. Determine N angles 0 B , corresponding
to the N points, and use a root finding routine to locate the value r 
which satisfies (6) at the specified angle. If N is odd, the point
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The computer program listing, which follows, contains necessary definitions
as c.-)mment cards. In addition to the main program there are seven subroutines.
The program presents the output data for angles at 5 degree increments and
at radii ranging from the center toward the edge of the plate in increments
of radius ranging from one tenth to nine tenths.
The deflections, which are ratios of deflections to plate thickness,
are obtained for uniform load as well as for uniform plus linear load. The
uniform load component is 0.002 whil? the linear load component is 0.004. TheP	 P
•	 value of Poisson's ratio is 0.3.
i
The program contains two options, one designated by RORN = 0.0, which
determines the partial derivatives of the deflection function with respect
to a normal vector at the boundary, and the other designated by RORN = 1.0
which determines the partial derivatives of the deflection function with
respect to the radial vector from the plate center to a point on the boundary.
This latter derivative, while requiring less computer time is also less







L	 INPUT	 DATA	 UEFINIIIuNS LULLLUOI
C	 ALPHA	 AND	 BETA	 DETEkMINE	 THE	 PLATE	 SHAPE	 ALCuRU1NG	 TU COLL0002
C	 F(R,THETA)	 -	 IW+CLSIThETAI/A) ++ ALPHA ♦ CJL1.0003
C	 (4+SINITHETAI/81++0-1 CJ L0004
C	 WHERE	 ALPHA,BETAIS	 GREATER	 ThAN OR	 tCUAL	 TO ONE CULL0005
C	 NUTS	 IF:	 ALPHA	 =	 BETA	 =	 l	 THE	 PLATE	 IS	 A	 RHF)MeUS LJLL0006
C	 ALPHA	 =	 BETA	 =	 2	 THI.	 PLATE	 IS	 AN	 ELLIPSE CJLLGOU7
C	 ALPHA	 =	 BETA	 =	 10	 APPRCXINATES	 A RECTANGLE COLL0008
C	 ',PRMULA	 iJR	 THE
	 DEFLECTION	 FUNCTION: COLL0009
C	 XU	 =	 X	 !NTFkCEPT	 CF	 THE	 PLATE	 BUUNDAkY COLLOOTO
C	 XV	 =	 Y	 INTERCEPT	 OF	 THE	 PLATE	 BCUNLARY	 wHEXE CULLOOLL
C	 10++(-38)	 <	 8++2N	 <	 10++(38)	 IN	 THE	 DELECTION FUNCTION COLLUU12
C	 FuRMULA,	 N	 IS	 THE
	
NUMBER OFCULLGCAIILN PUINTS C-OLL0013
C	 wULUAO	 =	 MrGNITUCE	 OF	 THE	 UNIFORM CLMPONENT	 OF THE	 LOAD LULLU014
C	 JLLOAU =	 SLOPE OF THE LINEARLY VARYINU CCMPCNENT 	 OF	 THE	 LOAD COLL0015
C	 BORN	 -	 INCEX	 CONTROLLING	 THE	 SULUTICN	 ACCCkCING	 TO	 THE COLLO016
C	 FOLLOWING	 BOUNDARY	 CONDITIONS: CJLL0017
C	 BORN	 =	 U.G	 DENOTES USE	 OFTHE	 PARTIAL	 OF W	 WITH COLLO018
C	 RESPECT	 TC	 THE	 NCRMAL	 VECTOR CJLLU019
C	 RORN	 =	 1.0	 DLKLTES	 USE	 OF	 THE	 PARTIAL	 CF W	 WITH COLL0020
C	 RESPECT	 TO	 TFE	 RADIAL	 VECTOR CULL0021
C CJLLUO22
C	 h	 =	 NUMBER OF COLLOCATICN 	 PCINTS,	 WHERE	 N	 IS	 LESS	 THAN CR cLLL0023
C	 EQUAL	 TO	 19 CGLLO024
C	 IWOT	 =	 INGEX LUNTRULLING LUTPUT 	 FCkMAT COLLUO25
C	 TABULA COLL0026
C COLL0028DUTPUTT-T T	 T 3 Tz T DEFLECTIONS	 (OUTPUT)	 IwLT=1,293,4,
_	 _	 _	 DEFLECTIONS	 ITAeULA)	 IloUT=	 1,3,	 6,T, LppLLG029






C	 OUTPUT	 PRINTS	 UNIFORM AND LINEAR	 CASES,	 TABULA	 PRINTS	 COMBINED CASE. LOLL0034
C	 PR	 =	 POISSON'S	 RATIO COLL0035
C	 E	 =	 MODULUS	 LF	 ELASTICITY CULLCO36
H	 =	 CCNSTANT	 PLATE	 THICKNESS COLL0037
G COLL0038
C	 SAMPLE	 DATA	 CECK FOR COLLOLATIGN PkCGPAM COLL0039
C--------- — - - - - - - ---------- --------------------------------------- CULLOU4
C	 COLUMNS CCKTAINING VARIABLE	 VALUE COLL004
C	 1-5	 6-10	 11-15	 16--10	 21-25	 26-30	 31-35	 36-40	 41-43	 44-48	 49	 54	 63 COLLCO42
C	 -53 -62 -74 CULLO043
C	 VARIABLE	 NAME COLL0044
C	 ALPHA	 BETA	 XU	 %V	 JULCAO QLLLAO	 RORK	 N	 IkUT	 P'JNCH	 PR	 E	 H COLLCO45
C	 FORMAT	 OF	 VARIABLE LULL0046
C	 F5.1	 F5.2	 F5.2	 F5.2	 F5.3	 F5.3	 F5.1	 15	 13	 V5.2	 F5.1	 E9.4 CULL0047
C LULL0048
IMPLICIT	 kEAL+8	 (A-H.0-L) CCLLCU49
EXTERNAL	 FUNCH COLL0050
DIMENSION
	 %Lill,	 5121	 SSIN138)r	 FLP0001381,	 ^INTIl91r	 CUST(19), COLL0051
I	 R(39),	 UADN1191,	 UkUNl19),	 kH(19),	 AA(761r	 RSTO(19), CULLOU52
2	 AST0(19),	 ANGI191,	 THETA(191,	 LIll,3tl1,	 W(37,111r CLILL0053
3	 WC137,11),	 U(38,391,	 A137,34) CULLO054
COMMON	 ALPHA,BETA,P I SSI,CCL, W LOAD,CLLCAO,kk,w,PUNCH,AA,RSTE, CULLO055
L	 ASTU.0	 ANG,WC,THETA,XU	 XV.ICT,N,IWOT
C	 OEFLE^TION OF	 THE	 PLATE	 BY COLLCCA T IUN
CULL0056
COLL0057METHOD
C	 FOR	 LINEAR LOADING CULLCOSS
C	 THE	 x(1)	 ARE	 DEFLELTICN	 EVALUATION	 ',IATICNS	 ALLNG COLL0059
C	 A	 GIVEN	 RADIUS	 RRII) COLL0060
C	 X0	 STANCS	 FCR	 INTERCEPT	 CF	 X-AXIS	 BY	 PLATE	 BOUNDARY COLLU061
C	 XV	 STANCS	 FOR	 INTERCEPT	 OF	 Y-AXIS	 NY	 PLATE	 000N0AkY CJLLOJ62
C	 QU	 AND	 6L	 DETERMINE	 THE UNIFORM	 ANC	 LINEAR	 LOAUINL COLLUU63
C	 N	 IS	 THE	 NUMBER	 CF	 CCLLLLAfION	 PCINTS CJLLO064
x(ll	 =	 0.000 CULLC066
DC	 10	 1	 =	 1	 lU




ICT	 =	 0 COLLC07C
CLNV=	 11453251519943C-01 CJLLD07l





JU	 =	 uOLUAD•LZ.DU+Il.OU-Pk + +21/IE •H+• 31 CULLUU75
OL	 =	 Q1.lL4D+11.00+Il.CC-PR++2)/It + H ++ 11 COLLC016
LCRU	 2 CULL0017
IF	 IQU)25,20.2^ CULL0078
20	 1UHU	 = 4 CJLLU019
GO	 TO	 35 COLLOOdU
[5	 IF	 (QL)35,30,35 COLLG081
3C	 LCRU	 =	 1 CULLJJd2
35	 XV2	 =	 XV+XV LJLLC383
XV4	 =	 XVZ+XV2 CJLLL084
XU2	 =	 XU+x1. CJLLC085
x64	 =	 XU1+AU2 CJLLOJ86
P	 AV/XU CULL U087
ppp	 -P+ALPHA/@ETA CULLCJ088
A M L	 ALPHA-1.00 CULLUU89
0 11 1	 =	 BETA-1.L0 COLLL090
CFfI	 =	 JU+XV4/(24.UJ+XV4/XU4+i6.00 + XVZ/XUZ+2%.I ) UI LOLLCU91
C F F 2
	
JL+XV4/(Z4.DU+Xv4/)(U4+,d.LC* W /xL.+IL0.DO) CJLL0092
C	 CETEPwINF	 ANULES	 CF	 CCLLLCATION	 PUINTS (C,JLLu093
NCAI(	 ANC,1.N AT XU	 MAIN	 -	 NC HUUTC	 NOTE	 1	 AT	 XU	 llUAL	 IC	 1EHL	 (NDILAftS	 hJ LU095
RFyK^lUU^l^^tl,l'fY OF THII
ORIGINAL PAGE IS P"
VI
IF	 (xU)	 38,15,3co L-JLLuU9b




NK	 =	 2*K COLLCO99
NNPI
	
=	 NN.1 CULL C103
NK w 1	 =	 NN -1 CULL GIUl
NNM2	 = NK-2 EJLLOL02
xcNO	 DSCRTI AV•XV +XL•XLI CULL6103
xSTART	 =	 AU*XV/XENU COLL0104
C CCMPUTATICN	 LF	 ELE M ENTS	 FLK	 MATkIx	 EUUATICK(S)	 UdlEAINCO CULLO105
G FROM	 BUUNDARY CGNCITIGNS COLLOIUb






OL	 80	 1	 =	 l,K COLLGI09
1	 THETAIII CULLOIIO
SINllll	 =	 DSINIT) CULLul1l
CCSTII)	 CLLS(fl COLLCl12
SSl	 =	 SIKT(() CULLU113
CCO	 =	 CCST(l) CULLC114
40 IF	 (1-N)45.60,60 COLLCII5
45 CCNTINUE CULL L116
CALL
	
AEGFA2( xSIAkT ,xEND,.OLCC,S,K,C.000UUOLDC,FUNCkI CCLLGEI7
50






1005 FDRMAT	 I'U',*NG	 RJUT	 FLR',2x, I ALPI , A	 =	 ',F5.1,Lx. 'BE TA	 =	 ',F5.2. COLLOIIU
I	 'AT	 ANGLE	 _	 ',Ul3.b.//1 COLLOI21
GC	 TO	 15 CULLCl22
55 RR(l)	 =	 S(11 CULLGI23
C CCORUINATES	 LF	 CLLLGCATIL K	POINTS	 STLREL LOLLU124
60 RSTC(11	 =	 RRII! COLLC125
ASTC(I)	 =	 ANG(1) CULL0126
xxx	 =	 RR(I)*CCSTII!/XU CULLOI21
YYY	 =	 Rklll•SINTIII /xV COLLLL28
IF	 (1-1165.IO,bS COLLGI29
b5 LE-11	 =	 PPP*(UAdS(XXX)1 • ► AML/(CJhS(YYVI) xx H w l CJLLU130
IF	 (DEkIV	 I.E.. 	 1.0-3U)	 DEKIV=U.1)0 CULLLL31
SINPHI	 =	 1.00/OSLRT(1.L0•LERIV* • 2! COLLCI32
u0	 TO	 75 COLLU133
/U SINPHI	 =	 U.CO COLLG134
75 CCSPHI	 =	 DSGRT(1.J0-SIKPHI**2! 000LL0135
DADNII)	 =	 l-SINTII)*CUSPHI+(UST(II*SINPHII/kklll COLL0136
dU ORDN(I)	 =	 CLSTIl1*CCSPHI+SIN7(1) $ SINPHI COLLC13,
85 00	 165	 1	 =	 I.K COLL0138
T	 =	 THETAIII CULL0139
R(l)	 =	 RR(I) CULLLI40
UL	 90	 J	 =	 2,KNPI LJLLO141
90
RS2C2	 =	 I.LU4 (2)xISINTII)•SINT(ll/XV2+CGSTIl1*CLST(1)/XU21 COLL0143
uC	 TO	 (95,130,95,L3C),LCkU CuLLUL44
95 DO	 100	 K	 =	 2.NNM2.2 CJLLLI45
AK	 =	 K LOLLO14b
SSIN(K)	 =	 DSIN(T*AKI CJLLG147
100 FCP000(K)	 =	 UCCSIT*AK) CCOLLCI48
HLL0149L CCMPUTATICN	 GF	 TERMS	 FLR	 FOMUGFNEOUS	 SULUTILN TO UNIFORMLYC L(IAOFD	 PLATE CULLOl50
U(T,I)	 =	 1.L0 COLL0151
011121	 =	 R(21 CJLLU152
00	 105	 L	 =	 2.N CJLLL153
LL	 =	 2*L CULLC154
ILMI	 =	 LL-1 CJLLU155
LLM2	 =	 LL-2 LOLLL156
U(I.LLMlI	 =	 R(LLM[)*FCPJOU(LL M L) CJLLC157
105 DII,LLI	 =	 R(LLI*FCP000(LLY2) CULL0158
C PAkTICULAR	 SULUTILN	 FCR	 A	 JKIF	 RwLY	 ILACEC	 ELLIPTIL	 PLATE CGLLLIS9
U(I,NNPII	 =	 -CFEI $ k52C2 ►RS2(2 COLLOIbO
IA	 I#N CJLL0161
CCMPUTATICN	 FOR	 (ERIVATIVES	 LF	 LKIFLKM	 LLAD CULLU162C H(IwJ(,ENELUS	 SJLUTILN COL(0163
IF	 (kUkN)110,IIC,LLO COLLCI64
LIU C(IA ,1) 	 =	 U.UO CJLLG165
O(IA,2)	 =	 R(I)*vkCN(II*2.CO COLLLIbb
0(-^	 115	 L	 =	 2,N CULL0167




ILMI	 -	 LL-1 CULLLIlu
LLM2	 =	 LL-2 CULL GI II
LL M 3	 =	 LL-3 CJLLJ112
ALLI1 2	 =	 LLM2 CJLL0113
0(IA,IL"'1)	 =	 k(LLMII+FCPOUOILLM2) • ALLM2*LRLN(11-ALL M 2* R Ill"21 4 CJLLGI14
I	 SSIN(LLM2I*DACN(II CULLGllS
115 CIIA.LL)	 =	 R(LLMII$FCPUUJ(LL M 2)*ALL*LkUN(11- A LL M 2* R ILLI $ CULLCIlb
1	 SSIN(LLY2I0UAUN(1) COLL0II7
C DERIVATIVE	 LF	 JNIFJNM	 LGAL	 PARTICULAk	 SLLLTILN CCLLL178
U(IA,NNPII CJLLOl19
1	 ^Il1^CLST111^SIKf1I1^Il.GDU/xU2-I.ODU/xV21^UACN1111 CULLOI80UL	 T r,	 Ib5 (ULLGIdI
120 011A,1)	 u.UCJ CULLOld2
GIlAl21	 =	 2.DU$Rl1) CJLLOIS1
DC	 125	 1	 =	 20K LuLLU184
LL	 =	 2 0 L COLLU185
ALL	 =	 LL CULLL18b
LL M I	 =	 LL-1 L.ULLLIdI
LLM2	 =	 I.I-2 CJLLOIdd
ALL M 2	 =	 LLM2 COLLCI89
LL M I	 =	 LL-3 GJLLC190




115 0(1A,LI)	 =	 ALL 0 R(LL M I)*FCP0001LLM21 CJLLOl92
01,A.NNPl1	 =	 v.UO . CFEI*R(Il*((1.DO-RS2C21/R(1)IORS2C2 CULLLL93
GU	 TO	 163 CJLL0194
130 DO	 135	 K	 =	 I.KhM1.2 COLLU195
CULL0196At	 =	 K
SSINIK)	 =	 USIN( T *Ati) CULLCI97
135 FCPOOOIKI	 DCUSIT*AK) COLL0196
C COMPUTATION OF	 TEkMS	 OF	 LINEAR	 LCAO HUMCUENEUUS	 SCLUTILN CJLL0199
DL	 140	 L	 =	 I,N COLL6100
LL	 =	 L*2 COLLC201
LLMI	 -	 LL-1 CULLL202
LLPI	 -	 LL+1 COLL0203
UII.LLMI)	 -	 R(LLML)*SSIN(LLMII CJLLC204
14U DII	 LL)	 =	 RILLPII OSSIN(LL1ll LOLL0205
C aARTICULAR	 SLLUTICN	 FCR	 LINEARLY	 LLAItU	 ELLIPTIC	 PLATE CULLO206
OfI.NNPII	 -	 -CFE2*K(LI*SINT(IJ*KS2C2*RS2C2 COLLC207
IA	 -	 I+N COLLOJ08
C CCNTROL	 FCR	 SLLUTICN	 USING	 THE	 PARTIAL	 C F	M WITH	 RESPECT CULLU09
TC	








C COMPUTATICN LF	 UEkIVATIVES -	 LINEAR	 LUAU FUMUGENEUUS	 SOLUTION COLL0213
145 DIIA,II	 =	 SINT(I)*UNUN111#R111*CCST(I)*DACN111 CULL0214
DI1A	 21	 =	 3.DO*R(2) • SINT(I)*URUNIII*k(31*CUST(I)*UADNIl1 COLL0215
OC	 1;0	 L	 =	 2•N COLL0216
LL	 =	 1.02 CULL0217
LLMI	 =	 LL-1 COLLC218
LLMI	 =	 LL-2 COLLO2L9
LLP1	 =	 LL*1 COLLU220
ALLML	 =	 LLMI COLLU221
ALLPI	 -	 LLPI C01-ffl22
DIIA,LLM11	 =	 ALLMI*(RlLLM21*SSIN(LLMII $URUN(I)+P(LLM11 • OLL	 223
l	 FCPUOU(L(M11*OACNIl11 CULL0224
15C DIIA,LL)	 =	 ALLPI$N(LL) • SSIN(LLM1)*DkCN(I)+ALLM ► *R(LLP11 • COLL0225
I	 FCP000(LLMII*DACNIII CULLU226
C DERIVATIVE	 CF	 LIfEAR	 LL3C	 PARTICULAR	 SLLUTICN COLLU227
DIIA,NNPII	 =	 -CFEZ O FSIC2 • (SINTI()*IkS1C2+4.DC*(RSZC2-1.001) 0 COLL0228
l	 ORDN(II+R(1)$CCST(11*(RS2C2*4.CC*R(21* CJLL0229
1	 SINTIII*SINT(ll•(1.00/XU2-1.DO/XV2))*DADN(1)) CULLUZ30
GO	 TO	 165 COLL0231
155 D(IA,1)	 =	 SINTIII LULLU232
D(IA.2)	 =	 3.00 0 R12) O SINT(l) CULL0233
DO	 160	 L	 -	 2,N COLL0234
LL	 - 2*L CULL0235
ALL	 =	 LL CJLLU236
LLMI	 LL-1 COLLC237
ALLPI	 =	 LL01 LOLL0238
LLM2	 =	 LL-2 CULL0239
LLPI	 =	 LL•1 CULLU24U
ALLPI =	LLPI CULLG241
D(IA.LLMLI	 =	 ALLMI*RILLM2I*SSIN(LLM11 COLL0242
loo 011A,LL)	 =	 ALLPI+RILL1*SSIKILLMI) CULLC243
OIiA.NNPI)	 _	 -CFE2*SINT(I)$IkS2C2*RS2C2-4.UU*k(11 O RSZCZ*RIII • CJLL0244
L	 (II.UO-RS^C2)/R(211) CULLU245
165 CONTINUE CGLLC246
C SOLUTILN	 OF	 MATRIX	 E(wJATICN	 FOR	 SERIES	 COEFFICIENTS	 AA(1) CULLL247
170 CALL	 SIMEU(MISCUE) COLLG24b
IF	 (MISCUE-1)I8C,18C,175 CULLC249
175 WRITE	 i6, 10101 COLLU250
1010 FORMAT	 1//,5x,'THE	 SOLUTION	 IS	 SINGULAR	 './/I LOLLU251
GC	 TO	 15 COLL0252
180 GC	 TO	 1200,185,200,185),LCRU COLLC253
185 DO	 L90	 I	 =	 I,NN COLL0254
J	 =	 I*NN CULLC255
AAIJ1	 -	 AAlll COLLU256
190 AAII)	 =	 0.000 COLLL251
GC	 TO	 IZOU,l95,2L092CO1,LJRU CULLL258
195 LLRU	 3 CULLU259
GC	 TC 85 COLLC260
C DETERMINATILN JF	 RAL[1	 RR(11	 ANC	 ANCLtS	 THETA(11 COLL0161
C FOR	 DEFLECTION	 EVALUATION CJLL02b2
20C RR(19)	 -	 XV CULLC263
RR(11	 =	 XU CJLLU264
ANG(11	 =	 0.000 LULLL265
IHETAIII	 =	 U.6ou CULLU166
00	 205	 1	 =	 1,16 L.CLC261
J	 I+I CULLL2b8
ANG(J)	 =	 ANC( I)*5.000 CULL6169
205 THETA(J)	 =	 ANGIJI O CLNV CULLU210
THETA(19l
	 =	 1.51J79t3267948%I CULLC271
C NOTE	 THE	 NEW	 USE	 CF	 CCSTIII CULL0272
SINTIII	 0.000 CULLU M
SINTII91	 1.000 CULL 0274
CCSTIII	 I.CD0/XU2 CULLU215
CUST1141	 =	 1.CDJ/xV1 LULLU176
DL	 215	 1	 2,16 LJLL627/
S51	 DSINITHETAIIII CULL U279
OLCSITHETAI111 CULLL279
SINTIII	 isl CULLU180
CCSTIII	 =	 CLL*CCC/XL2fSSI*SS1/AV2 CULLJ181
CALL	 RE( FA2(xSTAkT,XFNC,.OZU(),S,K,k;JOGJ,)UIUC. F UNC^I C0LLC181
IF	 (K-I)2IJ,2I5.1IC COLLU183
21C waITE	 lb, ICl5)ALP H A	 b[TA:AN^,lll CULLU18•
1015 ',f5.2•F ORMAT	 I	 J','NC	 RJUf	 FUR	 ,2x,'ALPHA	 =	 ',F7.2.2x,'BETA	 = CULLU285
'AT	 ANGLE	 _	 '•Dl3.o,//1
U
LL
I GC TL'	 IS
18
215 RRIII	 =	 Sll1 CULLU288
CC	 255	 1	 =	 1,19 CULLG189T=	 THETAII) ULLL290
DC 1 220	 J	 =	 1RNNPl ULLU291
220 R	 I	 kIJ—
COLIG292
I J	 ► 1sHR11)
GO	 TO	 1225,225o22^1,2401,LORU COLL0293CULLL294
225 OC	 23U	 K	 =	 2,NNMZ,2 COLLC295
AK	 = K COLLU29b
230 FCPOOU(Kl	 =	 DCOS(T • AK) COLL0297
C SERIES	 TERMS	 FUR	 UNIFGkM	 LCAC	 UFIlECT10N CULLGZ98
C IEXCL`D DINOu	 AA111	 ANU	 III,JI1 CULLU299Dll.l) COLL03OU01	 =	 1D( 1.21	 R	 11235	 L	 =	 Z4N CULL0301CULL030Z 11	 =	 L,2 COLLCJ03 
LLM ► 	 LL-1 LOLLU304
LLM2	 LL-1 GULL G305UII,LLMII	 =	 RILL M1l*FCP000:LLM2) COLL0106235 DII	 LLI	 = RILLI*FCPOOO GRLM21
^0 CULL0307GC	 (255,14C.240,240).LRU CULL0308240 IA	 =	 1+19 COLL0309
DU	 245	 K	 =	 I.NNMI,2 CULLG3l0
AK	 K CULL03112 & 5 SSINIKI	 DSINIT*AKI








LLMI	 =	 LL-1 CULL0317
LLP1	 Ll*l COLL0318
C(IA,LLMI)	 =	 RILLMI1*SSIN(ILPI) CULL03192n,0
255
CIIA	 LL I	 =	 RILLPII O SSINILLFII
CONTINUE
CULLL320
• GC	 TC	 1260.26C,160.280I,LDRU
COLLC321
COLLU322
2bC DG	 165	 J	 =	 1,11 CULL0323
I(J,l)	 =	 I.G COLLC324
I(Jr2)	 =	 X(J)*XIJI COLLC325
y^ 00	 265	 K	 =	 3	 NKM1	 1
LIJrKI	 =	 LIJ.K -II
CULLU326}{
265 IIJKill
	 =	 11JrK'*" J.2) CULLC327CULL0328
C 6EFIECTIUNS
	 OUE	 Tu UNIFGkM	 LJAIJ CULL0329
OC	 275	 1	 =	 1.19 COLL0330
CULL6331
M=	 18+1 COLL0332





	 =	 CFE1*(1.ODO —Rkll)*Rk(I)*l(J,1)$CCST(I)Iww1 CULL0335
UG	 270	 K	 =	 1.NN LOLLU336
C UNIFURM LOAD HuMCGENEUUS
	 SOLUTIUN CULL0337
270 w(L,J)	 =	 wlL,J1+AA1K)*O(I,K1*11J,K) CULLU338
275 W( M ,J)	 =	 w(L,J1 CULL0339
GO	 TO	 1320,290,290,28U).LURU COLL0340
260 DO	 285	 1	 =	 1.37 CULL0341
DC	 285	 J	 =	 loll COLLG342
285 w(I,J)
	 =	 O.CDU COLL0343
290 DO	 295	 J	 =	 loll CULL0344
IIJ.11	 =	 X(J) COLLUJ%5
X1	 =	 XIJI*XIJI
11J.2)	 =	 X(J)*X2 CULL0341LOLLC34
OG	 295	 K	 =	 3	 NNMI,2 COLL0348
ZIJrKI	 =	 1IJ.K -11 CULLO349
295 l(J.K+II	 =	 LIJ.K)*X1 CULLU3SJ
C OEFLFCTIGNS
	 DUE	 TO	 LINEAR	 LLAD CULL0351
DO	 305	 1=1,19 COLLG352P=39-1 CCJLL 0353
IA = I . 19 COLLO354
OC 305	 J =I'll COLLC355
C LINEAR	 LUAC	 PARTICULAR	 SJL(JTIUN COLL0356
' SUM	 =	 CFE2 • RRII) $ XIJ1 • ,INTIII • Il.JUO—P N 111 • kk(11• CJLLU357
I	 XIJI*XIJ)*CCST(1))**1 COLLC358
OL	 30U	 K	 =	 I.NN COLL0359
KN	 =	 K*NN CJLLC36U
C IINEAR	 LGAD
	
o-O MOUENEJUS	 ^LLUTILN COLLO361
30C 5u M 	=	 SUM . AA(KNI*U(IA,K)*LIJ,KI CULLC362
3U5 wl M .JI = SU M COLL0363
OC	 310	 1=1,37 CULLLJ64
0^	 310	 J=L.II CULL 0165
31C to II
	




315 CALL	 GUTPUT GULLU368
OC	 325	 1 = 1,19 LJLLL369
11 = 1 + 19 CAL0370MI=38-1 CULLG311
DC	 325	 J=l,ll COLLU372
wCII	 J1= .,11	 JI•„III,JI
wCIIo IJI.,II J.J''I	 111,J1 COLLU3743l5 )=
DC	 330	 J=1.I1 CULLU375
33C wC(19,J1 = ,.I19,J) COLLU376GC	 TO	 131 CULLLi371
320 DL331	 1=1.37 CuLLLf18
OU	 331	 J = l t I  CULLU319
331 wCll	 J) = w11,JI COLLC380
332 GU	 Tj I340,3i5.3fSr335r340.3f5.335,3i51. 	 IwCT CULLU381
335 CALL	 TABULA CJLL0381
340 GC	 TL	 15 CULLU383
345 STOP CJLLCJ84
FNO C JLL C 385
Rrp^t ►j)r ►^;I}3I1,17`Y LW THN
(WU61NAL PAGE. [S Pooft
SUBPCUTINE	 REGFAIIA,B,H,R.h.ERKGR,FUNCT) REGFA001
IMPLICIT	 REAL*B	 14-H,C-11 REGFA002
01 04EKSICN	 R121 REGFA003
ROUTS	 OF	 A FUNCTICN tlY	 MCCIFIED	 REGJLA	 FALSI	 METHUJ - REGFAJU4
AlA-H REGFAUu05
at	 =	 B*H REGFAC06
VL	 =	 FUNCTIAII REGFAJOI
XL	 =	 Al Rt GFA008
XR	 =	 Al•H REGFA009
YR	 =	 FLNCT(XR) REGFA010
N	 =	 I REEC2F A011`
1C IF	 IVR)20.15,2C RE 4FAJI2
15 RINI	 -	 XN REGFAOII
RETURN REGFAOI,.
20 IF	 (YA O YL)45.25,30 REGFAOlS






YL	 =	 YP REGFAC19
XR	 =	 XR*H REGFA020
IF	 (XR-BI140.40,35 REGFAO21
35 N	 = N-1 REGFA322
RETURN REGFAU23
40 Y =	 FUNCT(XRI REGFA024
GC TO	 10 RECTFA025





50 IF	 (DELTA-E R PUR)75,55,6C REGFAU29
55 RINI	 -	 X1 REGFAJ3J
RETURN REGFAU31
60 Yl	 -	 FUNCTIXI ► REGFA032
IF	 (YI*YR)10.55,65 RLGFA033
65 XP	 X1 REGFAU34
YR	 YI REGFA035
GO TO 45 ALGFA036
7C XL	 =	 X1 REGFA037
YL	 YI REGFAU38
GG TO 45 kEGFA039
END RE(,F AU40
SUBROUTINE	 ANGLE(U.V) ANyLt001




UIMF N51[`N	 RNIl91.	 A	 ',	 N^iu119),
	
ASTLll91
	 ANG1191.	 THETA1191, ANGLE004





COMMON	 ALPHA,RETA,P	 .LCC.LULLAO	 lLLCAG,RN,w,PUNCH,AA.RSTL,
ASTU,U,ANu.WL.THEfA,XU	 XV.ICTIN	 IwGT ANGLEU07
U	 STANDS	 FOR	 INTERCEPT	 LF	 X-AXIS	 HY	 PLATE	 BOUNDARY ANGLEOOB
V	 STANOS FOR	 INTERCEPT	 CF	 Y-AXIS	 BY	 PLATE	 BUUNDAkY ANGLE009
ANG
	 STANDS	 FCR	 ANGLE	 IN	 DEGREES ANGLEOIU
THETA
	 STANUS	 FCN	 ANGLE	 IN	 RADIANS ANGLEOII











15 CONTINUE ANGL	 0 9




20 wwITE	 16.10J01ALPHA,BETA ANGLEU24
1000 FLR M AT	 1 1 0 1 .'NC	 006T	 FCR',2X.'ALPHA	 =	 '.F5.2, ANGLE025
1 2X,'BETA=	 ' tt FS.1	 ///1 ANULE026
NCTE
	
THAT	 XU	 EQUAL	 TC	 LERI	 Ih61CATL^	 TC	 MAIN -NO ROUT ANGLE027
XU	 = 0.00 ANGLE028
GC	 TO	 55 ANGLEUI9
15 X	 =	 S(II O U ANULEO30
Y	 =	 V*IGABSIL.00-IUA.:	 IS(II)I O OALPHA))*-(1.00/HfTAI 4NGLE011
30 DO	 =	 (OABS(IL-X)*(U-X)•Y*Y))$•J.500 ANuLE032
E	 _	 (DABSIX*X•(V-Y)*IV-YI)) •• C.SOO ANGLt C13
F	 N-1 AN6LEO34
G	 ICC•E I/F ANGLE035
IN	 =	 Uu/U•U. 500 ANGLEU36
NSAVE	 =	 N-1--1 ANGLL837
35 H	 =	 IH ANGLE	 38
P p	 (U -XI /H ANGL EU39
G	 Y/H ANGLE040
HCR	 =	 U ANGLE 041
V?R	 O.OU ANULLU42
OC	 40	 I	 =	 1 )) I0- ANGLEU43
NCR	 = AN -P p ANGLE 044
VER	 •	 VE w•C ANGLL045





TFETAIIHP(1 =	OA TAN( VIXI ANGLE349
1HP1
	







DO	 45	 1	 =	 1hP2	 Ir M I
NCR	 - HCN -GP
ANULE056
AN.,LE051
VER	 =	 VE k• . ANGLEOS8
45 THETAIII	 OATANIViW/HURT ANGlE054
01'	 Sc	 1	 =	 2.NMI ANGLEJ60
SC AS6111	 -	 T0-tTAII1 $CCNVI ANULt061
ANG(11	 =	 Ahu111/1.000 ANGLE061




JLUBLE PRECISIUN FUNCTILN FUhLklkl
	 FUNCk00I
► IMPLICIT REAL*B (A- F,0-11
	 FUNCRJ02
DIMENSION Rk119), AA 17t)	 PSI O(191, ASTUIl91, ANG1191, THE TA(19), FUNCkOUi
l	 k137111, wC133.111. 0136 T 391	 FuNCR004
CCMMCN ALPH4,BeTA.P,SSI,000,CULCAD LLLCAL'kkrw,
 PUNCH. AA,kSTC,	 FUNCR005I
	
ASTO,D,ANG,wC,THETA XU,XV,ICT,N,IwOT 	 FUNCRO06
FUNCR	 = IUABSIR A^CC/X1,11 • *A ► PHA•ICABSIk*SSI/XV11 S *BETA-1.DU FUPOLRO07
RETURN	 FUNCR008
ENO	 FUNCR009
OCUBLE	 PRECISION	 FUNCTICN FUhC21X) FUW-2001
IMPLICIT	 REAL*8	 IA-H,0-1) FUNC2002
DIMENSION	 RRIL91,
	 AA(76)
	 RSTCIl91.	 ASTCIl9),	 ANL(L9),
	
THLTA(L91, FUNC2003
l	 w137,11),	 wC13;,111,	 D13d.391 FUNC2004
COMMON	 ALPHA,BETA,P,SSI,000,CULUAD	 CLLLAL,HP,w,PUNCH,AA,RSTC. FUNC2UU5
I	 AST'),O,ANG,wL.THETA,XO,XV,ILT,N.IwOT FUNC2006
XA	 =	 ICABS(X/XLI)$*ALPHA FUN``2C°
IF	 (BETA	 -	 1.00110,10,17 FUN 20,
lU FUNC2	 =	 ALFHA*XV*XA/X-L.ULU FUNC2009
RETURN FUNC2010
15 BB	 =	 (I.ODU-BETA)/BtTA FUNC2011
FUNC2
	




IMPLICIT	 R EAL*d	 (A-H	 0-21 SIPOE0002
DIMENSION	 RR(191,	 AA176)	 RSTull9),	 ASTL(19),
	
ANu1li1,	 THFTA(191, SIMEW003
1	 w(37,111,	 wC(3;,11),	 )138,391 SIME0004




SIMULTANEOUS	 EQUATICK	 SCLVER SIME0007
NN	 = 2*h SIME0008
l	 =	 NN SIMEW009
J	 =	 Nh*l SIMEQOIO
IA	 =	 I - l S!11EQ011
DC	 35	 NM	 =	 1,IA SIMEUO ► 2
DMAX	 =	 U.ODU SIMEU013
DJ	 15	 K	 =	 Nr.l SIMEQ014
IF	 ICABS(OMAXI-LAdS(LI K, NM)IIIO,IU.15 SINEQ015
10 DMAX	 =	 DIK,NMI SI14EW016
M	 =	 K S114EQ017
15 CCNTIhUE SINEQ018
IF	 (DMAX)25,20,25 SIMEQ019
20 MISCUE	 =	 2 SIMEQ020
RETURN SIMEQ021
25 MISCUE	 =	 l SIMEQU22
OC	 30	 L	 =	 NM,J SIMEQ023
DT	 =	 01M,L1 SIMEQ024
DIM,L)	 =	 D(hl',L) SIMEQ025
30 U(NM.LI	 =	 OT SIMEQU26
18	 =	 N10 #1 SIMEQ021
DU	 35	 L	 =	 ► d,I SINEQ028
CCNST	 =	 -CIL,NM ► /O(NM,NM) SIMEW029
DO	 35	 K	 = NM,J SIMEUO30
35 0(L,K)	 =	 CCKST*L)INM,KI*L(L,K) SIMEQ031
AA11)	 =	 D(I,J)/0(1,11 SIMEQ032
IC	 -	 1-1 SIMEUO33
OL	 45	 NM	 =	 I,IL SIMEC,034
L	 =	 I-NM SIMEQ035
SUM	 =	 0. CUD SINEQ036
ID	 =	 L+l SIMEQU37
DC	 40	 K	 =	 ► D,1 S1MEQ038
4U SUM	 =	 SUM+AA(K)*0(L,K) SIMEQ039













I	 R1391,BUF(1110),AA1761 tt RSTG(19),ASTL(191rU(38,39),IHETAl191 DUTPUI04CLMMCN
	 AL P HA.BETA,P T SSI,ICG,LULUAD•CLLLAC,RR,W,PUNCH,AA,RSTL, OuTPUTO5
1	 AS10	 0	 ANG.WC.THE I.	XU,XV,ILT,N,IWCT OUTPUTOo
CALL	 F(C491(8.8uF,3U.I1101 GuTPUT07
TRITE
	 (6r 10001 ALPHA.BETA, RR II I,kR(191.-JULUbU,ULLUAL) 	 w(1 ,4,1) UUTPUTOB
1000 FORMAT	 1	 l',3X,'ALPHA	 -',F5.c,2X,'HETA	 = ',F5.1.111	 '4	 =	 r5.1.2x,
L	 =2x,'OULCAO=2X,'CLLCAO^5.33x,
UUTPUT09
'9	 '2	 ',FS.3 OUT PUTIU
1	 'CENTER	 OE^LECTION	 - 1 ,Fl6.d/^ UUTPUTII
WRITE
	 I6,1CO51 OUTPuT12
1005 FGRMATIL3x,' RAID IUS	 U.IR	 J.2k	 0.39	 u. 4R OUTVUTI3
1	 '	 0.51(	 0.6N	 0.79	 O.BR	 0.9R') OUTPUTL4
OC	 1C	 I	 I,L9 CUT Pu115
L	 =	 2U-1 OU. PUT 16
KANGIII	 =	 ANG(L1F.IDO OUT PuT17
IF	 (T.EQ.191
	 GO	 TO	 5 OUTPUTIB
KANG(I+19)	 =	 KAKG(11 OUTPUT19
5 R(11	 RkIL) OUTPUT20




	 (KANG(l),Rll).(WII,J),J = 2,111,1 = 1,3i1 OUTPUT22
1010 rORMAT(37(12,OPF1.4 9 1P10O11.4/)1 UUTPUT23
REAC
	 18,1015)	 IIAII,JIrJ=LrlU9),1 = 1x37) OUTPUT24
1015 FCRMAT	 137(9A1,1C(lAI,IX,3A11/il OUTPUT25
1UZU











I MPLICIT	 REAL+8	 (A-H r 0-1) TABULA02
DIMENSION	 RR(19).	 AA17o1,	 RS ToILYI,
	
4ST.119),	 ANG(L9),	 iHETAl191 TABULA03
1	 w(37 ) ll),0(38,39),A(37,1331,KANG137),R(391,ACUNV(7B,111 TAdULA04
DIMENSION	 BUF211295)	 BUF318641	 40131,111
COMMON
	 ALPHA. BEIA,P,^SI,CCL,CULCAU 	 CLL LAO ,RR,w.PUNCH.AA,RSTL.
TABULA05
TABULA06
I	 ASTO,D•ANG,WC.THETA,XU,XV.ICT,N,IWU T TABULA07
Nh	 =	 N+N TABULAU8
NMAX	 =	 NK*NN TABULAU9
,U	 TO	 15.5,5,25,5,5,5,251•IwCT TABUlAt0
5 WRITE
	
16,10001ALPHA , 13ETA , RR(l),RR ( L'.I,r.ULLAU . QLLLAU , wC(19 , 11 TABULAII
1000 FCRMAT	 ( 1 1 1 ,3X,'ALPHA	 =',F5.2,2X.'BETA	 = 1 ,F5.2.2x,'A	 =',F5.2.2X. TABULAl2
1	 18	 ='	 F5.2,2X.'CULOAD = ',F53	 2X,'CLLCAU=',F5.3,//3x, TABULAL3






O.lk	 0.2R	 0.38	 0.4R',
TABJL415
1005 TABULAL6
l	 '	 0.5R	 0.6R	 U.7R	 O.BR	 0.9R') TABULAII
CALL	 FIC991(6,6LF2.35.1295) TABULA18
00	 20	 1	 =	 1.37 TABJLA19
IF	 (1-19110,10,15 TABJLA2U
10 L	 =	 20-I TABULAII




GC	 TC 20 TABULA24
15 L	 =	 1-18 TABJLA25
KANGIII	 =	 -AKGILI -.IDU TAdULA26
8111	 =	 Rk(L) TAdULA27
20 CCNTINUE TABJLA2B




REAC	 (8.1015)	 ((AII,JI,J z l,1101,1-1.371 TABJLA)l
1015 FCRMAT437410AL,ICI/A 1,LX,3ALI/11 TABULA32
WRITE
	
1b.10201114 (I.J1.J = I,iGO), 1 = 1.371 TABULA33
1020 FCRMAT	 (37(YX,LGAL,911X,LJAL1/)1 TABULA34
GC	 TC165,65,25,25,65,65.25.251•IwCT TAHJI_A35
25 WRITE	 (6,10251 TAHULA3o
1025 FLR"AT	 ( 1 1 1 ,8X,'SERIES	 CUEFr1LIENTS	 AA'.4x.'CCLLCCATIuN	 P(,1NiS'. TABULA37
I	 /LOX.'UNIFURM	 LIKEAN'•6X,'RAOIUS	 ANGLE') TAdJLAitl
CALL	 FIC99X TAHULA39
CALL	 F1099Z(8,BUF3,f2,Ba4) TABULA40
WRITE	 18,LC3C)	 (4A(11.1 = I,KMAX) TABOLA41
1030 FCR M AT(312611P(,11.41./)1 TABJLA42
REV,	 18,1035)	 ((ACLNV(I,J)	 J = 1.10).1 = 1.N M AXI TABULA41
1035 FORMAT	 13(2bllAl•1x,3411/l) TABULA44
DC	 40	 1	 =	 I.KK TAHULA45
J	 =	 I F Jn TAdJLA46
IF	 11-N) 30,3C.55 TABJLA47
30 WHITE	 10,1040)	 I. IACLNVII,K). K= L.IU1,(ACONV(J.K),K = 1,101rkSTC(II. TABULA48
I	 ASTJIII TA9UL449
1C4C FLRMAT	 (13.2x,2(2x,ICAI. IX) .FIO.4.3X,F TAHJLA50
GC	 TC 40 TA6ULA5L
f5 WRITE	 (6,1045)	 1,( ACLKV (I.Kl.K=1.10),1AL,:NV(J,K),K = 1.101 TABULA52
1045 FCRMAT	 (Ii,2X,2(2X,ICAI.IX)I TABJLA53
4C CCNT1KUl TABULA54
IF	 I PUNCH IU5.65.45 TABULA55
45 WRITF	 (7,IU5ClALFHA.BE 7 A.RRIl1. 11R II i t	 ll.I TABULA56
1J50 FCRMAT	 (0I0.2,L11.7) TABIIIA57
OC	 6C	 1	 =	 1.37 TABULA58
If	 (I-19170,50.55 TABULA59
SU L	 =	 2L-I IABJLA60
Gu	 TC 60 TABULAII
55 L	 -	 I-LB TABJLA62
bU WRITE	 17.10551ThF141L1, N NIL I,Iw1I.JIrJ = Lrll1 IABJL A63
1055 F C RMAT	 (2F 10.5, 5U 12. 5/ 5012. 51 TABJLAo4
65 HFTUAN TABUL A65
L NO T 4dJL Abo
22
low
Twelve representative plate shapes were selected by assigning valueF
1.0 and 2.0 for the ratio of vertical to horizontal dimension, b/a, of
TABULATED RESULTS
the plate, and using the following combinations of a and S:
(1.6,1.6), (2.0,2.0), (3.0,3.0), (5.0,5.0), (10.0,10.0), (1.6,10.0)
2. Plate Loadings
Two loads were applied to each of the above plates, a uniform load
as well as uniform plus linear load. In (7), q = .004 y + .002 while
the flexural rigidity, D, was assigned a value of unity by selecting
D = 1.0 = E h 3 /12(1 - v 2 ). Since steel was assumes as the material with
modulus of elasticity E = 200 GPa, and with Poisson's ratio assumed to
be 0.3, h was selected as 0.379371 mm .
3. Floating Point Notation
The values which appear in the tables are in floating point notation
as follows:
6.4252 01 = 64.252
6.4252-02 =	 0.064252
-6.4252 00 = -6.4252
4• Tables
Deflections for uniform load are first presented. These are followed
by uniform and linear components displayed separately. The total deflection





AL/HA . 1.60 BETA • I.oO A • 1.60 8 • 1.00 6UL1.AU • U.0C[ CLLUAU10.0
CENTER DEFLECTION •	 U.O4511199
RADIUS	 O.IR	 0.2R
9U 1.000U 6.4251-J1 5.4985-02
65 0.9913 6.4171-01 6.JC61-02
60 0.9176 6.4316-02 6.J22o-01
75 0.9636 6.4355-02 6.0316-02
70 0.9503 6.4391-02 6. OS14-Ol
65 0.9181 6.4123-02 6.0633-02
60 0.9294 6.4449-02 0.0717-02
55 0.9226 6.4467-02 6.0195-02
SO 0.9184 6.4478-02 6.0816-01
45 0.9170 6.4481-01 6.0850-02
40 0.9164 6.4478-02 6.0836-C2
35 0.9226 6.4„61-02 6.0795-u1
30 0.9294 6.4449-02 6.0121-02
25 0.9381 6.4413-02 6.0632-01
20 0.9503 6.4392-02 6.0514-02
15 0.9636 6.4355-01 6.0376-01
10 0.9718 6.431S-U2 6.0226-02
5 0.9913 6.4217-02 O.0081-02
0 1.0000 6.4252-01 5.9985-02
-5 0.9913 6.4211-02 6.0081-02
-10 0.9718 6.4315-02 6.0110-02
-15 0.9636 6.4355-01 6.0376-01
-20 0.9503 6.4392-02 6.0514-02
-2S 0.9387 6.4413-02 6.0631-02
-30 0.9294 6.4449-U2 6.0717-02
-35 0.9226 6.4467-01 6.0195-02
-40 0.9184 6.4418-02 6.0836-02
-45 0.9170 6.4481-02 6.0850-01
-50 0.9184 6.4478-01 6.0636-01
-55 0.9226 6.4467-02 6.0795-02
-60 0.9194 6.4449-J2 6.0727-01
-65 C.9387 6.4413-02 6.0633-01
-70 0.9503 6.4392-02 6.0514-U2
-75 0.9616 6.4355-02 6.0176-C2
-80 0.9778 6.4316-01 6.0226-01
-65 0.9913 6.4277-02 6.0081-02



















































































































































































































ALPHA - 1.60 BETA - 1.60 A - 1.00 6 = L.00 CULOAO-C.002 OLLLAU=0.004
CENTER DEFLECTION •	 0.06571199
RA01US	 O.IR	 0.20
90 1.0000 6.4252-02 5.9985-01
85 0.9913 6.4271-02 6.00Bl-01
60 0.97113 6.4316-02 6.0220-01
7S 0.9636 6.4355-02 6.0316-U2
70 0.9503 6.4392-02 6.0514-C2
6S 0.9187 6.4423-02 6.0633-01
60 0.9294 6.4449-02 6.0117-02
SS 0.9226 6.4461-01 6.0795-02
50 0.9164 6.4478-02 6.0836-02
45 0.9170 6.4481-02 6.Od SU-02
40 0.9164 6.4418-02 6.0836-01
35 0.9226 6.4467-02 6.0195-01
)0 0.9294 6.4449-02 0.0121-01
25 0.9381 o.442J-02 o.0631-01
20 0.9503 6.4391-02 6.0514-02
15 0.9636 6.4355-01 6.0376-01
LO 0.9778 6.4315-02 6.0116-01
f G.9911 6.4277-02 b.0081-U2
















































































































90 L. OJOU	 4.3116-03 8.0145-(J3	 1.0800-C1	 1.11)3-02
	 I. 1905-02	 I. 0186-02
	 1.3121-U3 4.00^d-03 	 1.1151-01
85 0.9913 4.2603-03	 7.9851-03	 1.0701-U1 1.1 OStl-OZ	 1.lbd2-02	 1.01 J4-02
	 1.44213-03 4.1403-03	 1.2609-03




	 I.JZU3-JL	 1.5U11-J) 4.1408-03
	 1.3215-03













65 0.938/	 3.6766-03 6.9161-01 4.3624-03 	 l.U6dl-C1	 I.U703-01
	 9.4191-03	 7.UJ9*1-03 4.0511-03
	 1.ld51-Ol





d. 9575-03 6. 1J14-1)J	 3.8603-03	 1.1150-03
S5 0.9126





	 1.1521-03	 6.8510-4;3	 8.6149-UJ	 1.8110-CJ	 5.8/5)-OJ	 J. JSlo-C1
	 1.0604-0)
45 0.91 lU 1.41020-01	 S.l 780-01	 7.1)11-03	 6.I J[b-C3 8.1401-OJ	 1.1445-01	 5.)167-J3	 J. 0515-03
	 4.6204-0.
40 0.9184	 1.5501-,33	 4.199)-03
	
6.4:54-03	 1.1681-C3	 1.3550-01	 6.4140-J)
	 4.1196-UJ ?.7169-U1 6.56U)-U4
35 U. 9176 2.2dSU-J3 4.1948-U) S. 78 30- 0 1 o. 5008-03 6.5?S4-0J	 5.6881-03 4.1J1 ­ 0 3 1.1641-01	 7.4412-04
)0 0.9144	 2.UCS6-Ol
	 J. 1616-03	 i. 0546-C1	 '.7116-C3
	
5.6S6b-01 4.4040-G1	 J. *1 1#9 I-J3 1.0286-03 6.1841-04
25 0.9181	 1.7111-03	 1.1 C51-01	 4. 291U-J3	 4.6194-U3	 4. 154d-UJ	 •.0947-JJ	 e.Ydld-U)	 1.66 ,13-U)	 5. 116-64
10 0.9501	 1.4(09-03 1.6183-01	 1.4418-03	 J. 9113-G3	 J. b2 S6-01	 0.761a-03 t. 1 eo -G1	 1.1008-01
	 1. 4153-04
15 0.9616	 1.0741-01 ?.0 C28-01 1.6617-U3 2.4034-03 2.8/11-01 	 1.4340-UI	 1.7141-U1 4.4168-04 t. 7965-04
k  0.91/8
	 1.IU67-J4	 1.3591-0)	 1. 14tl6-03	 1.4908-03	 1.9111-JI	 I.0044-U)	 1.17 es-J1	 0.0070-04	 1.7)01-04
5 C.9911	 3.115?-04 o. d954-04	 9.0894-04	 1.0004-CJ 4. ^S57- Ur 	 I. 4061-J4	 5.2014-04 1.d 171-04	 7.8161-05
24
_--or
ALPHA . 1.60 BETA . 1.60 A • 1.00
	 b = 1.00	 (.ULLAIi-C.001
	
JLt.Au =O.CO%




90 1.0000 6.8565-02 6.8060-OC
85 0.991) 6.85)8-02 6.8066-0L
80 0.9776 6.8472-02 6.8029-01
75 0.9636 6.8315-02 6.1933-02
70 0.950) 6.8150-02 6.1116-02
65 0.9387 6.8100-02 0.1559-02
60 0.9294 6.7917-01 6.1184-02
55 0.9226 6.1133-01 6.6953-02
50 0.9184 6.1518-01 6.6567-02
45 0.9170 6.1283-02 6.6128-02
40 0.9184 6.7C28-02 6.5635-01
35 0.9216 6.6152-02 6.509U-02
30 0.9294 6.6454-02 6.4490-OZ
25 C.9387 6.6135-02 6.3837-01
20 0.9503 6.5793-02 6.3133-01
15 0.9636 6.5419-02 6.2379-01
10 0.9778 6.5046-02 6.1585-02
5 0.9913 6.4649-02 0.0770-02
0 1.0000 6.4252-02 5.9985-02
-5 0.9913 6.3906-02 5.9391-02
-10 0.9178 6.3585-02 5.8867-02
-15 0.9636 6.)181-02 5.8373-02
-2C 0.9503 6.1991-01 5.1896-02
-25 0.9387 6.2112-02 5.1427-01
-30 0.9294 6.2443-02 5.6963-01
-3S 0.9226 6.2182-02 5.6500-02
-40 0.9184 6.1928-02 5.6031-01
-45 0.9110 6.1679-02 5.5571-02
-50 0.9184 6.1437-02 5.5105-02
-55 0.9126 6.1200-01 5.4637-01




-70 0.9503 6.0534-02 5.3253-02
-75 0.9636 6.0316-02 5.281U-02
-80 0.9778 6.0159-02 5.2414-02
-85 0.9913 6.0011-02 5.1096-02





























































































































































































































J. 1 414-03	 7.9982-04
3.2085-03	 6.8197-C%
2.9906-03 6.07)1-04
ALPHA • 1.60 BETA - I.bJ A - 1.00 tl - 2.OJ CULOAU . O.002 OLLUAO=U.O




90 1.0000	 1.4919-01	 1.3106-01
	
85 1.9341	 1.4940-01	 1.3104-U1
	
80 1.8219	 1..969-01	 1.3690-C1
	
75 1.1016	 1..994-01	 7.)983-01
	
70 1.585e	 1.5013-01	 1.4054-Ol
	
65 1.4803	 I.5G11-o1	 1.4105-01
	60 1.3878	 1.5036-UI	 1.4139-01
	
55 1.)081	 1.5042-01	 1.4161-01
	
50 1.1404	 !.SC45-01	 1..113-01
	
45 1.1914	 1.5046-01	 1.4171-U1
	
40 1.1160	 1.5046-01	 1.4111-CI
	
15 I.C910	 1.5045-01	 1.%111-01
	
30 I.OeSI	 1.5U41-01	 '.4165-UI
	






IS I.UIJI	 1.503%-JI	 1.4113-UI
	
10 1.0026	 1.5031-01	 1.4111-01
	
5 0.9996	 1.5028-01	 1.4110-01
	
0 l.0000	 1.5076-01	 1.410)-Cl
	
-5 C.9996	 1.5028-OI	 1..110-01
	
-10 1.0026	 1.50)1-UI	 1..121-LI
	
-IS L.0101	 1.5034-01	 1.4133-01
	-10 1.0118	 1.50)7-01	 1.4)45-01
	
-15 1.0412	 I.SU4J-01	 1.4155-lit
	
-30 1.0657	 1.5043-01	 1.4165-01
	
-35 1.0970	 1.5045-01	 !.41?2-01
	
-.0 I.136u	 I. 91C46-01	 1.411?-GI
	
-4S 1.18)4	 1.5046-Ot	 1.4111-Cl
	
-50 1.1404	 1.5045-01	 I..11i-UI
	
-55 1.3062	 1.5041-Ol	 1.4161-ol
	
-60 l.31Jltl	 1.5CI6-Ol	 7.%119-JI
	
-65 l.4tl)3	 1.5J1!-ul	 1.4105-J1
	
-10 1.5856	 1.501)-01	 1.4054-01
	
-15 1.101tl	 1.4994-01	 1.)983-01
	
-BU 1.8129	 1.4969-01	 1.189U-UI
	
-85 7.10111	 1..940-JI	 1.7/84-UI
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2. JOU6-02 S. 7490 w 
L.U447-02
	
















1.111 S -01	 I. SJJS-01
_.A
r_
ALPHA • 1.60 bETA • 1.61 A • 1.00 d • 2.OJ CULOAw-0.002 CLLCAD-U.UO4





















45 1.1834	 1.650,-01	 1.7068-U1
40 1.1360 	 l .6 385-01	 1.6691-01
















0 1.0000 1.5026-01	 1.4103-01
-5 0.9996 1.4869-01	 1.3811-01
-10 1.0026 1.4712-01
	 1.3523-01
-15 1.0101	 1.4555-01	 1.3135-Ol






-3S I.G970 1.3891-01	 1.2002-01
-40 1.1360	 1.3707-01
	 I.L65o-01
-45 1.1834	 1.3512-01	 1.1281-01
-SO 1.2404	 1.3302-01	 1.0889-01
-55 1.3082	 1.3076-01	 1.0457-J1
-60 1.3878	 1.1832-01 9.9813-01
-65 1.4803 1.2567-01 9.4759-02
-70 1.5856 1.2283-01 8.9242-01
-75 1.7018	 1.1985-o1	 6.3430-02
-80 1.8229	 1.1687-01	 7.7619-01
-85 1.9341	 1.1423-01	 7.2414-01
-90 2.0000 1.1272-01 6.9538-02
























	 1.6090--OL	 1.273U-UL	 8.713J-J1	 4.6484-02
	 1.3169-01

















1. 41 d2-01	 3.9591-02	 1.1123-01
1.6089-U1
	 1.5396-CI
	 1.3231-01	 1.0348-01	 1 U334-J1 3.1385-02
	 I. IU34-U2
1.6185-01












	 8.1615-02	 S.5166-02 2.8148-01 8.3086-03
1.4334-01	 1.1675-01
	 1.0471-01
	 1.8921-02	 5.1811-02 2.6678-02
	 1.6866-03
1.3098-01 1.21!9-01 9.9561-U1




	 9.4507-01 6.9786-02 4.4866-02 2.259 10-02 6. 3SO4-03
1.3046-01 1.1184-01 8.9564-02 6.5383-02 4. 1SZJ-02 2.0621-02 5.6952-03













1.1101-01 9.0191-C2 b.8492-02 4.1490-02 1.8723-02 1.3650-02 3.6420-03
1.0702-U1 8.5713-CZ 6.4079-02 4.3664-01 2.5895-02
	 1.1U26-02 3.1035-01
1.0285-01 8.1004-02 5.9393-02 3.9554-02 2.2819-02 1.0242-02 2.5361-03
9.8458-02 7.6003-02 5.4375-02 3.5114-02 L.9469-02 8.2938-03 1.9297-03
9.3179-02 1.0643-02 4.6962-02
	 ).J?96-OZ l.Sd11-02 6.1604-0) 1.2286-03
8.8754-02 6.4855-01 4.3089-02
	 1.5051-02
	 1.1835-02 3.8114-01 4.6537-04
8.3313-02 5.8564-02	 3.6691-01
	 1.9334-02
	 7.4995-03 1.3019-03 -3.2432-04
7.7389-02 5.1102-01 2.9114-02
	 1. 111 S--02
	 1.8052-03 -1.4133-03 -1.1939-03
1.0921-01 4.4214-01 2.1127-02 6.3945-03 -1.2251-03 -4.3025-03 -2.1092-03
6.3881-02 3.6092-C2 1.3962-02 -7.5871-04 -7.5J82-U3 -7.2861-03 -3.0270-03
5.6302-02 1.7421-02 5.3638-03 -8.1519-03 -1.1d42-01 -I.U215-02 -3.9071-03
4.8364-02 1.8469-02 -3.3149-0) -!.5381-02 -1.1844-02 -1.1817-02 -4.6334-03
4.0513-02 9.8159-03 -1.1399-02 -2.1747-02 -2.Id81-J2 -1.4641-02 -5.0313-03
3.3672-02 2.5343-C3 -1.7190-02 -2.6144-02 -2.4137-02 -1.5119-02 -4.8544-03
2.9844-02 -1.3497-03 -2.0864-02 -2.7901-02 -1.42'00-02 -1.4100-02 -4.1403-03
ALPHA - 1.60 SET.0 + 1.60 A , 1.00 8 - 1.00 6ULOAU-0.001 C.LLCAO•U.OU4
CENTER DEFLECTION •	 0.15340861
RADIUS	 U.IR	 U. 2R






7S 1.7018	 1.4994-01	 (.)983-01
70 1.5856	 1.5013-01	 1.4054-01
65 1.4803	 1.5027-01	 1.4105-01
60 1.3878	 1.5036-01	 1.4139-111
55 1.3082	 1.5042-01	 1.4161-U1
50 1.2404	 1.5045-01	 1.4113-01
45 1.1814	 1.1046-01	 1.4171-01
40 1.1160	 1.5U46-0I	 1.4177-01
35 1.0970	 1.5045-01	 1.4171-01
30 1.0657	 1.5043-01	 1.4165-01





20 1.0226	 1.5037-01	 1.4145-01
15 1.0101	 1.5034-01	 1.41))-Ol

















































































































90 2.0000 3.6467-01 6./521-02 	 8.8049-01 9.6997-02 9. 19JO-02	 7.5141-02	 5.1960-01 2.5oZ5-02 6.6407-03
85 1.9341
	
3.5174-U1 6.5167-02 8.6369-01 9.5408-01 9.1043-U1
	 1.6440-JZ 5.3.14-02 2.8258-OZ 8.0111-03





75 1.7018	 3.0093-01	 5.6396-01	 7. 5510-02 9.5163-01 8.3991-01 	 7.2499-JZ	 5.2956-02 2.9687-02 9.14b9-03
7U 1.5856 2.7 IJO-02	 5.1296-G2	 6.9U34-J1	 1.8162-C1	 1.1711-01 6.1718-01	 4.9966-U2	 1.83 So- 02	 6.8)81-07
65 1.4803 2.4595-01 4.6189-01 6.2465-01
	
7.1018-01	 7.0960-02 o.2135-02 4.o1 3d-01 1.634)-C2 8.1956-03
60 1.3878 2.2040-02 4.1518-C2	 5.61ll-01 6.397-1-01 6.4039-U1 	 5.6246-J2	 4.1109-J1 1.4008-02	 7.5611-03
55 1.)U82	 1.9651-02	 J. 7034-02	 5.0080-01	 5. 11 S2-02	 5.1269-O2	 5.0369-01	 ).1589-02	 1.1581-01 6.8152-01
50 1.2404	 1.1417-02	 1.2838-01 4.4403-01 5.0672-01 5.G1/4-01 4.4b6/-01	 ).JJ41-01	 1.9145-02 6.0718-03
4S 1.1834	 1.5145-02	 2.8906-u1	 3.9066-01 4.455 1-C2 4.4b14-02 	 3.9114-J1	 2.925J-J1	 1.6779-02	 5.2844-0)
40 1.1160	 1.3188-02	 2.5206-02	 1.40)7-01	 1.b174-C2	 J. b775-02	 1.40)1-J2	 1.5344-J ,	1.4511-01	 4.5174-05
IS 1.0910	 1.1574-02	 2.1101-02	 1.9175-01	 J. 3700-02	 J. 1240-02	 1.9111-011.1. 7J-01	 :.1)64-02	 ).9049-03
30 1.0657	 9.1649-03	 1.845 10-J2	 1.4735-J2	 2.SC89-01	 1.7971-U1	 2.4417-J2	 1.4101-01	 1.0310-01	 3.2314-05
25 1.0411	 8.0616-03	 I. 7145-01	 2.0 J 71-01 1. 3C96-CL 1.2946-01	 1.9961-J2	 1.4/45-3I 0.)614-01 2.6015-03
10 1.0228	 6.4 C76-03	 1.1028-01	 1.6161-02	 1.8119-01	 1.8111-J1	 1.5115-02	 1.1,41-J1	 6.5141-01	 1.0115-0)
U 1.01J1	 4.1874-01	 8.9791-U)	 1. 2C4b-J1	 1.1599-C1	 1.3415-01	 I.I bl)-O2	 d. 489.-JI	 4. 1 S 1-03	 1.4661-03
10 1.0026	 J. 1671-03	 5.9111-01	 A. X636-03 9.')151-03	 d.8816-05	 1.0461-0)	 5.i,dJ-J)	 3. 08Y 5-O) 9.)8)4-04
, 0.9946
	
1.5946-01	 2.9865-0J	 3.9969-JJ	 4..941-J3	 4.415S-UI	 1.1867-J3	 1.716,-J3	 1.,J61-01	 4.4915-04
26
j,
At PHA	 •	 1.60	 BETA	 • 10.00 A	 -	 I.UO	 6 -	 1.00	 CULOAU-0.001 CL1JA0.0.0
CEhTEA	 DEFLECTION -	 0.101408tlS
RADIUS 0.IA O.IR 0.)R 0.4R 0.5.R 0.68 J.?A U. tlR U.vR
90 1.0000 1.0155-01 9.6051-U1 8.11)1-J2 ?.S212-C2 b. 0941-01 4. 5112-01 2.9)0)-02 1.491)-02 4.1J54-03
85 1.0016 1.0154-01 9. 602 9-U2 8.1090-UZ 7.5106-01 o.CO84-02 ♦.5110-32 2.919)-02 1.4934-02 4.2638-03
80 1.0090 1.01SZ-01 9. S936-G2 8.6912-02 /.4tl91-C1 b.U565-02 4.4861-02 2.9755-UI 1.4806-02 4.1)04-03
7S 1.0222 1.0141-01 9.5161-01 8.6564 -02 1.4380-02 5.5931-01 4.412)-02 1.tl521-OI 1.4418-02 4.1200-G3
70 1.0416 1.0140-01 9.5499-02 8.60)8-02 1.)591-01 5.11Y68-02 4.3215-01 2.1080-01 1.)936-01 J.9309-03
e5 1.0611 I. Jl 31-Ul 9.5141-0I B. 53 Id-U2 1.25C9-02 5.763[-02 4.1831-01 2.6491-JI ).)168-02 1.6622-0)
60 1.1000 1.0119-01 9.4683-02 8.4395-02 I.I118-02 5.5910-02 4.0041-01 2.4941-02 I.I 168-OZ 3.)104-03
55, 1.7)78 1.0104-01 9.41)0-02 8.3281-U1 6.9435-02 7.3819-02 J. 785 7- 02 2.)066-J2 1.0951-01 2.8862-03
50 1.178) 1.0088-U1 9.)520-G1 8.2046-U2 6. 7565-C2 5.1491-01 ).5418-OL 1. Ov6J-Ol 9.5tlb5-03 2.4019-03
45 1.1138 1.0013-01 9.1970-02 tl. 0924-01 0.5801-G1 4.9)57-02 ).3:57-02 1	 6994-02 8.302)-0) 1.9602-0)
40 1.2270 I.CC64-01 9.2764-02 S. 0496-02 6.5173-02 4.8443-U2 3.2110-UI 1.804)-U1 1.6304-03 1.702)-0)
35 1.ZU22 1.0019-UI 9.1200-02 8.1360-01 b.6440-02 4.9955-OZ 3.3631-02 1.9230-01 8.3128-03 1.8159-01
30 1.1518 1.0101-01 9.4C19-01 9.J011-01 6.897)-02 S. 3C49-01 3.6802-02 1.2J01-02 1.0093-02 2.5366-03
25 1.1030 1.0111-01 9 . 4179 - 01 8.4550- UZ 1.1292 - G1 5.6020-02 4.JU28- Jl 1.4011 - 01 1.198)-0l 3.1610-03
20 1.0641 I.OlJ7-0L 9.5362-OZ 8.5747-02 7.3112-01 5.8341-02 4.2519-01 1.1041-02 1.3516-02 3.OZ79-01
15 1.0153 1.0146-01 9.5783-01 8.6608-01 7.4444-02 6.0021-02 4.4334-J2 I. Bo60-02 1.4648-01 4.3300-0)
10 I.OIS4 ).0155-01 9.6066-02 B. 7188-UI 7.5342-CL 6.1167-02 4.5560-01 1.9745-01 1.5351-02 4.5399-01
5 1.0036 1.0160-01 9.6229-02 8.7512-02 7.5859-02 b: '.26-U2 4.6268-02 3.0166-01 l.5)v4-02 4.6098-03
0 1.0000 1.0161-01 9.6282-01 8.1631-02 7.6028-02 6.2041-02 4.6499-01 3.0568-J1 1.5867-02 4.6133-03
-5 1.0038 1.0160-01 9.622Y-02 8.1521-02 ?.5859-C2 0.1826-01 4.6168-02 3.0366-01 1.5144-02 4.6098-01
-l0 I.O154 I.CIS S-01 9.6066-OZ 8.7188-02 7.5342-02 6.1167-02 4.5560-02 2.9745-02 1.5357-02 4.5199-03
-15 1.0353 1.0148-01 9.5783-02 8.6008-U2 7.4448-02 o.0027-02 4.4334-02 1.866)-02 1.4648-02 4.3)UO-03
-20 1.0641 I.OI31-01 9.5362-02 8.5747-02 1.3111-C2 S.8341-02 4.2519-02 1.1041-01 1.3536-02 3.8279-03
-25 1.1030 1.0121-01 9.4179-02 8.4556-02 7.1292-02 5.6020-02 4.0028-01 1.4811-02 1.1983-02 3.1618-03
-30 ).1518 l.O101-01 9.4019-01 8.3U11-02 6.8933-C1 5.3049-01 J.6861-01 1.2001-02 1.0091-02 2.5168-0)
-35 1.1022 1.0079-01 9.3200-02 8.1360-01 6.6440-01 4.9955-02 1.1611-02 1.9130-02 8.3126-03 1.8759-03
-40 1.1176 1.0068-01 9.2164-02 8.0496-02 0.5171-02 4.8443-02 3.2136-02 1.8043-02 1.6304-03 1.7023-03
-45 1.1138 I.OU73-01 9.2910-02 B. OV29-U2 b.5861-C1 4.9353-02 i. flS7-O2 1.8994-02 8.3023-03 1.9602-03
` -50 1.1 /8J 1.0088-01 9.)520-02 8.2048-02 b. 1565-02 5.1491-02 f. " 111-OZ I.J903-02 9.5885-03 2.4019-03
l^ -55 1.1378 1.0104-01 9.4130-02 8.3281-02 6.9435-U1 5.3819-02 1.7857-02 1.3066-01 1.0951-01 2.8662-03
• -60 1.1000 1.0'19-01 9.4683-02 8.4195-02 1.1118-02 5.5910-02 4.0041-02 1.4947-02 1.2168-02 3.3104-03
-65 1.0611 1.0131-01 9.5141-02 8.5318-02 7.1509-02 S.1b31-02 4.IBJF-Ol 2.6441-02 1.3168-02 1.6621-03
-70 1.0418 1.0140-01 9.5499-02 8.6038-U2 /.3591-02 5.8968-02 4.3225-,)2 2.1680-JI 1.3936-02 1.9309-03
-75 1.0221 I.C147-01 9.5762-02 8.6564-02 7.4380-C2 5.9937-02 4.422)-02 2.8511-02 1.4478-02 4.1206-01
-80 1.0090 1.0152-01 9.5936-02 8. OY 11-02 7.4891-02 6.0565 02 4.4861-J2 1.9,)51-02 1.4806-02 4.2 J04-03
-85 1.0018 I.O154-01 9.6029-02 6.7096-01 1.5166-02 6.0894-02 4.5170-02 2.41 10 J - Jl 1.4934-01 4.2638-03
-90 1.0000 1.0155-01 9.6051-02 8.7137-02 1.5222-01 6.0941-02 4.SI11-02 1.9)7)-01 1.49IJ-02 4.2354-03
ALPHA	 .	 1.60 8ET-A	 =IO.OJ A	 =	 1.00	 8 =	 1.00	 CULOAU =0.002 CLLOAU=O.GO4
C' CENTER	 DEFLECTIUN •	 0.10340985
RAUIUS O.IR 0.2R J. 311 0.40 O.SR 0.6R 0.1N O.da 0.90
90 1.0000 1.0 LSS-O ► 9.6051-02 8.7131-0I 1.5222-02 0.0941-J1 4.5212-JZ 1.9303-J2 1.4913-U2 4.2354-C)
BS I.JUIB I.U154-0I 9.6019-OZ 8./C9b-Ol 7.5166-01 o.C884-01 4.51?C-01 1.9243-01 1.4934-01 4.2638-03
80 1.0090 1.0152-01 9.5936-02 8.6912-02 1.4891-C2 6.CS65-J1 4.4861-02 1.9055-02 1.4806-02 4.2304-03
7S 1.0212 1.0147-01 9.5161-G1 8.6564 -UI 1.4380-02 5.9937-01 4.411 J-01 1.8521-02 1.4478-02 4.1206-0)
70 1.0418 1.0140-01 9.5499-01 8.6C38-02 1.3591-GI 5.8968-01 4.)125-02 2. 1e8J-01 1.1916-02 J.9101#-03
65 1.0671 I.JIJI-01 9.5141-OZ 8.5118-U2 7.1509-C2 5.1011-02 4.1831-J2 2.6491-02 1.3168-01 3.6622-03
60 l.IJOU 1.0119-J1 9.4683-02 8.4395-02 1.1118-02 5.5910-02 4.UO41-02 1.4941-02 1.1168-02 3.3104-01
55 1.1378 1.0104-01 9.4170-02 8.3181-U2 6.4415-02 5.3819-01 3.1851-01 2.3Ubb-02 1.,)951-OI 2.8861-03
50 1.1181 1.0088-01 9.152U-C2 8.1046-01 6.1565-01 5.1491-02 1.5418-02 1.0963-J2 9.5885-03 2.4C)v-O)
45 1.21714 I.UO?3-01 9.2970-02 8.0919-02 6.5801-07 4.9353-02 ).1157-02 1.8994-01 8.3023-03 1.9601-03
40 1.2276 I.CC68-01 9.2164-01 8. C496-02 6.711)-01 4.8443-01 1.1116-02 1.8J43-01 1.6304-03 1.7013-0)
35 1.1021 1.0079 - 01 9.)2JO-02 8.1360-J1 6.644J - 02 4.9955-01 1.3631 - J2 1.Y210 - 01 8.)228 - 03 1.8759-03
10 1.1518 1.0101-01 9.4019-02 B. 3Cl1-01 6. di 3)-Cl 5. JC49-02 J.6862-02 2.1J07-OZ 1.0093-02 2.5368-03
15 1.1030 I. 0111-01 9.4779-02 8.455b-J1 1.1191-01 5.6020-02 4.0028-02 2.48II-Ol I. 1 1483-f2 3.1618-03
70 1.0647 1.UI 71-11 9.5162-U1 8.5147-01 ?.3111-G2 5.8341-02 4.2519-J2 1.?J41-J2 7.)5)6-02 3.81 14-03
15 1.0353 1.0L48-01 9.579)-02 S. 66 G8-02 1.4448-02 0.0027-01 4.4)34-01 I.96OU-J2 1.4648-02 4.3100-03
10 1.0154 1.0155-01 9.6066-02 8.7188-U2 1.5342-02 6.1167-02 4.5560-01 1.9745-02 1.5)51-02 4.5799-03
5 1.DO 38 1.0160-01 9.6229-01 8.7512-01 7. SOS9-C2 6.1816-02 4.6168-02 3.0366-02 1.5144-C2 4.6098-01
0 1.0000 1.0161-01 9.6282-UI tl. 7631-02 1.bC28-02 6.!041-O2 4.6499-02 3.0568-01 I.S867-02 4.63 J 3-03
9O 1.0007 b.9219-J) l.I Ot l-U2 1.7406-J2 1.967)-C1 1.9920-01 1.1519-C2 1.1062-02 7.4190-03 1.)499-0)
BS 1.0018 6.8118-01 1.2839-01 1.716 10-02 1. Y8)0-01 1.9880-02 1.1441-02 I. 30, 5- J1 7.4921-03 1.3611 03
60 1.0090 6.1916-03 1.2178-02 1.1115-J1 1.14710-C1 1.9748-01 I - ?)t 8-J2 1.2964-U1 7.4412-03 1.3519-C)
75 1.0127 6.1370-0) 1.2694-02 1.112/-01 1.9511-C2 1.9513-01 1.11)1-02 1.1101-Ol 1.)242-03 2.3163-0)
10 1.0418 6.6165-03 1.2554-U2 1.6910-J2 1.4714-01 1.9167-U1 1.6168-02 1.1.51-02 I. 1iSI-03 2.1401-C3
65 1.0011 6.S9b1 - O) 1.2381 - 01 1.6641 - J2 I. be) 1-CI I.8bV1-JI 1.6103 - J2 1.1JJl - U1 6.8116 - U3 2.ISJI-03
60 1.1000 6.4890-03 1.1155-01 1.6Z ?6-0,i I.tl 330-Cl I. bCil-Ol 1.5 ,191-OI 1. 14U1-J1 6.4016-03 1.9181-0)
SS 1. I J78 6.74)2-03 1.1951-01 !.,SOU-02 1.1690-02 1.?181-01 1.4154-01 l.Jb40-J.' 5.8191-0) 1.1641-G3
SO I. 1183 6.1)14-U) 1.1436-UI 1.!114-02 1.6859-02 1.6312-02 1.3136-C1 Y. 1181-01 5.2511-0) 1.5465-C)
4S 1. 2178 5.8)24-03 1.0946-02 1.41)Y-J1 1. 5836-C2 I. 5183-02 1.7610-02 8.?511-01 4.5615-0) 1.1916-03
40 1. Z2 ?b S. 36)8-0) 9.9814-03 1. 17 ON-01 1.4594-C1 1.1979-02 1.1568-02 1.9566-03 4.JV44-0) 1.1111-G)
3S 1. 2U12 4.6950-03 S. 1814-U1 1.1114-02 1.1115-02 1.2168-07 1.0/$1-02 1.591)-03 4.7106-0) 1.1119-0)
10 1.1518 ).9109-07 1.♦ Ctl4-03 I. OG15-0I 1.1414-01 1.1398-UI 9.9531-Cf ?. f 3J9-U3 4.1138-01 1.I590-C3
25 I. IO)J 1.1888-03 6.0490-J) 8.[693-J3 9.5179-03 9.I75M-U1 8.1846-J) 6./146-J3 3.9531-41 1.1161-6)
20 1.0642 1.49)1-03 4. 15 ftl-C) 6.5531-C3 1.6818-03 1.9664-0) 1.)054-03 5. ?I I4-J) ).4819-01 1.1168-03
15 1.0)53 1.81$0-01 3. -, 4.8160-03 5.1641-U3 b. 7439-01 5.6189-01 ..4186-0) 1.7??6-03 9.6919-04
l0 I. J154 I.ZLUS-33 I. 3211-U) 3.111')-J3 f. 8415-U) 4.(.51U-U) f.tl051-J3 3.U6.1-J1 1.9121-01 6.7116-C4
S 1.00)8 6.0081-04 1.1518-0) 1.6094-01 1.91149-0) 1-C"9_01 1.9189-J1 1.5S4J-03 9.BUSl-04 3.45SR-C4
27
AL OMA . 1.60 WA • 10.00 A • I.JU 8 • 1.00 4JLJAU • 0. OCZ GLL CAG-O. CO.







as 1.0016	 1.0816-01	 1.0881-CI
	
BO 1.0090	 1.0830-01	 1.0811-01
	
75 1.0111	 I.J821-01	 1.0845-UI
	
70 1.0418	 1.0808-01	 1.09105-01
	
6S 1.0611	 1.0190-01	 1.0751-OI
	
60 1.1000	 1.0167-01	 1.0684-U1
	
55 1.1118	 1.01)8-01	 1.0598-01
	
SO 1.1183	 1.0701-01	 1.0496-C1
	
4S I.213d	 I.U656-01	 1.0)82-UI
	
40 1.2276	 1.0644-01	 1.0215-01
	
35 1.2022	 1.0549-01	 I. J198-u1
	
30 I.IS18	 1.0494-01	 l.0143-01
	
IS 1.1030	 1.0440-01	 1.0083-UI
	
10 1.0642	 1.0)86-U1	 1.0011-01
	
IS !.01153	 1.0)32-01	 9.42109-01
	
10 I.O154	 1.0116-01	 9.8381-01
	
5 1.0038	 1.0220-01	 9.7183-02
	
0 1.0000	 1.0161-01	 9.6281-02
	
-S 1.0038	 I.O100-01	 9.5075-02
-10 1.0154 1.0034-01 9.1745-02
-15 1.0153 9.9641-02 9.1261-U2
-20 1.0641 9.8874-02 9.U6U9-02
-25 1.1010 9.8025-01 8.8730-02
-30 1.1518 9.7081-02 8.6610-01
-35 1.2022 9.6099-U2 8.4417-01
	
-40 1.2116	 9.1311-01	 8.2701-U1
-4S 1.1138 9.4898-02 N. 2124-02
-50 1.1783 9.4719-01 8.1C84-02
	
-55 1.1378	 5.4695-02	 8.1119-02
-60 1.1000 9.4691-01 8.2S18-02
-65 1.0.11 Y.4711 -02 8.2759-01
-70 1.0418 9.4127-02 8.2945-02
-75 1.0222 9.4136-UI 8.30 Is- J1
-80 1.0090 9.4138-02 8.108-02
-05 l.OU18 9.4133-01 8.3190-02
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At PHA	 _ I.bU	 META	 • IU.00 A	 -	 L.uU	 d • 2.00	 6ULUAD-U.002 OLLOAD•J.J
CENTER	 LIEF LE CT IUN -	 0.21224926
RADIUS 0.IR 0.2R 0.3R 0.48 0.1R O. uR 0. IN 0.80 0.9R
90 1.0000 1.1043-01 2.0411-01 I. 943b-U1 I. 1814-Cl I.SS54-01 1.25.1-JI 8.8d 32-U2 4.9453-01 1. S. 78-01
85. 1.9951 1.1032-01 2.0431-JI 1.9157-U1 1.1714-GI 1.54U8-Ul 1.239d-Jl 8.710,-J2 4.9U44-02 1..5361-02
80 1.9403 1.1000-01 2.0310-C1 1.91U5-01 1.7321-CI 1.	 911-01 1.1871-J1 8. 3214-01 4.6235-01 1.4461-01
75 1.9849 1.0948-01 2.0 111-01 1. b094-01 1.6682-01 1.4089-01 1.0904-JI 1. 5, 3N-J2 4.1051-01 1.1601-02
70 1.9714 2.08 do- JI 1.9852-G1 I. 8160-GI 1. 5d 14-GI 1. 3024-Ol 9.83bO-O2 6.5221-02 ).4200-02 1.0119-01
65 1.9383 1.0801-01 1.9514-01, I. 15.1-U1, 1..919-01 2.1914-01, d.b1v9-01 S.v1ou-01 2. IU49-01 7.5203-0)
60 I. 8562 2.0111-01, 1.93631-G1, 1.716,-J1 1..328-01 1.2096-01, 7.7691-J2 1-.btlob-J2 1.1tlB4-01 5.614)-03
S5 1.712,) 2.0736-01 1.4309-01 1. 1058-UI 1..174-C1 1.0912-01 1.5829-02 1-.526/ -OL 1.0800-02 5.1107-03
SO I. SSOv 2.0749-01 1. 9 i b-C1 1.1163-01 1.4341-CI 1.1134-01 1.8111-U2 4. 75bO-01 1.1316-02 5.1871-03
45 1.4134 2.J 765-01 1.9419-U1 I. 7288-JL 1.4537-C1 I.I388-Ul d.1099-J2 1. JuYl-J2 1.4111-02 6.4416-03 ti
40 1.305) 2.C778-01 1.9461-CI 1.7386-01 1.4689-CI 1.1581-01 8.3162-01 5.1958-02 1.5390-01 6.9133-0)
35 1.2208 2.0181-01 1.4502-01 1.7 1-58-Ul 1.419d-CI 1.Ir 1 10-01 8. .o16-02 1.3151-JL 2.6156-01 7.1279-03
30 1.15 4-1 2.J194-01 1.952d-Ol 1. 7511-01 1.4818-CI 1. IB19-01, 91.1701-01 1.tluv-U2 2.68SO-02 1.438b-03
IS 1.1034 1.0799-01 1.9541-01 1.7549-01 1.4916-01 1.1091-01, 8.6450-01 5.4dJo-Ol 1.1163-02 1.5814-03
20 I.Ob41 2.0803-01 I.Y561-U1 1.7578-01 1.49710-01 1.194)-Ol 8.6986-J2 5.52.J-JI 2.1551-02 1.6814,-U3
15 1.035) 2.Otl0S-01 1.9571-CI 1. 759d-01 1.5009-01 1.1979-01 8.7361-OZ 5.5316-02 2.1750-02 1.1481-0)
10 1.015. 1.0801-01 1.951tl-01 1.7611-OL 1.IC?8-OL 1.1004-01 d.7611-02 5. 17d.-Ul 1. ?SRO-02 1.791)-0)
5 1.0038 2.0808-01 1.9581-C1 1.7619-J1 I.SC W-C1, I.1JIb-Ol 8.IIS3-J2 5.51041-U2 1.1954-U2 7.8167-03
0 1.0000 2.0808-01 1.9583-C1, 1./021-01 L. SC44-CI 1.2022-01 d.1199-02 5.19.0-01 2.1977-01 1.8146-01
-5 1.0038 2.0808-01 l.95d1-Cl 1.761:-01 .50%0-01 I.1U18-Jl 9.1113-02 S. I 1002-J2 1.7954-01 7.81.1-03
-10 1.0154 2.0607-J1, 1.9518-U1 1. loll-Ul 5G28-Cl I.ZUJ4-UI d.161 l-JI 5. 1ld.-J2 1. 18e,)-01, 7.7923-0)
-1,5 I. 0)53 2.0805-01 1.951!-C1, 1. 7S98-UI 2."09-C, 2.1919-01 d. flat-U1 1.5-3/0-01 1./114-01 1. lvtl 1-03
-10 1.0641 1.0 NO )-U1, 1.9561-G1 1. 131tl-U: 1.49710-U1, 2.!10431-UI tl.09tle-01 5.1100-J2 1.7551-02 1.08!4-0) r
-25 1.10)4 1.U799-J1 1.9547-C1 1. 1149-UI 1.4936-CI 1.1691-01 d.OV50-01 5.*d Ub-02 2.1267-01 7. Sd1V-03
-30 1.1547 2.0194-01 I. 452b-G1, I. 15:1-01 1.,618-CI 1.Id W-Ul 6.1101-02 5..16.-41 1.6870-01 1.4396-01
-35. 1.1208 1.0187-01 1.9501-C1 1.'45M-JI 1.4198-G1 1.1119-Ul d.v65b-J2 1.1151-JL 1.0256-U2 7.1219-J3
-4J 1.3453 1.0718-Jl 1.0467-C1 1. r)tle-U1, 1. ♦6010-01 I.lSBI-01 91.31181-C1 5.11591-J1 1. Sf90-OZ 6.91)3-03
-45 1.4114 1.0165-01 1.94110-01 1. 7'tl M-J, 1.453/-CI 1.1)918-01, 91.1099-U2 S.JJYI-JL 1.4121-01 6.§416-0)
-50 I. 5504 1.J 149-01 1.9156-u1 1.1163-J1 1.4141-CI 1.1134-JI I 	 111-JL 4.1&J-J2 2.111e-J1, S. idyl-03
-SS 1.1120 1.0116-01 1.10 309-01 1. 70 Id-CI I. 1-17.-C1 I.C91z-01 1.5019-C1 4. S1ol-U1 1.0800-02 5.2107-U)
-60 I. d>62 2.0151-CI 1.9363 -Ul 1.1161-JI I.. 128-01 1. IOVb-01, I. 7691-32 4.bdb.-J1 l.1tl84-J1 S.6f§3-01
-67 1.9)81 2. J8OT-JI I.957§-Ct 1.159:-u1 I. 4-919-,;1 1.1914-01 d.6194-01 5.41.5-02 I. 704v-02 1..10)-O)
-10 1.912. I. Od80-01 1.9FII-JI I. to 164 -J1 1.I"4-CI 1.101.-01 4.d 3d.).- J2 c. 1221-J1 ).4144-0. I.01IV-01
-75. 1.9849 1.0940-J1 1.0111-C1 1.8694-J1 l.b6NZ-01 1.4CR9-01 1.098 1 -J1, I. 5 ♦ fd -J1 4.2011-0! 1.2oJ 1-J2
-00 1.9 100) 1. I JJO-J1 I. J 310-UI 1
	
101U1-01 1.1121-CI 1.4911-01 2.1811-01 0.)114-01 1-..115-01 1.4461-01
-85 1.4451 1.10)1-01 1. G4 )1 -G1, 1.9 ISI-U1, 1.1/1,4-GI 1.540tl-Ul 1.1398-01 M. 7/913-J2 4.90§1--Ol !.5361-02
-4-O 1.0001 1.1041-J1, I.J4 it-O, 1.9.)0-u1, l.ln 1.-U1, 1.155♦ -J1, 1.1,141 -J1, 91.919131!-J1, 4.94,1-J1 I. S17tl-J1
28
' A
AL ►ffA . 1.60 BETA .10.00 A a 1.OU 8 • 1.OU 4LLCAU=U.OU1 '1II,AL•U.J04


















































































































































u. IN	 J,dM	 0.44
6.0d f2-02	 4.94 1.3-o1	 1.1118-02
d.fla 1-02	 4.9044-01	 1.5161 -02
tl. 311%-Ol	 4.61)5-011.4"61-01
1. 5'11d-01	 4.1 Old -02	 1.1601-01
e.51'1-U.
	





•.5261-02	 .1 .U60U-02	 5.2101-03
'1. ISo 0-02	 1.13!6-(1 5.7811-01
5.0091-01	 1.4121-01 6."%10-147
5.19513-01 1.5390-02 6.91 Lf-01
S. 3151-JL	 L. e2 Se-07	 1.1111--01
5.%16.-J1 2.6850-02	 1. 1,4 136-03










90 2.0000 6.99)7-01	 1.1150-01
:
s 1.99S1 6.13417-02 1.31"7-UI
e0 1.9903 6./443-01 1.1898-01
Is 1.9 131,9 O. Se19-OZ
	 I.I 509-01
70 1.9124 6.)459-02	 1.1958-U1




ss1.7110 4.1179-01 S.a 
?OS 
-01
SO 1.5504 ♦.0 13 -02	 1.549/- Oz
4S 1.4134	 7.4131-02 6.38)5-U2
40 I. 3053 2.8681-02 S. 1744-o1
31. 1.12082.3951-02 4.1.009-Cz
30 1.1547 1.9759-Ul 3. II So-CL







10 1.0154 6.0403-03 1.1400-02



























































































3.6581-02	 1. 014 >-02
3. 1,361-01 9.9911-03















AL PHA - 1.60 BE T A = IU.OU A = 1.00 d = ?.UJ 6:,L1.A- C.OL1 	 IILAU-J.004
CENTER LEFLECTION .	 0.11124910
	
R ACIUS	 11.14	 U;"0




80 1.9903 2.1145-01	 3.)10:-UI




65 1.938) 2.080%-Ol	 ).0114-01
60 1.8562 2.011 B-01 2.""10-01
SS 1.7110	 1.51.1%-UI	 1: a 119-01
SO I. SS Or 2.%800-01	 2.6 1) 8-Cl
%5 1.4134	 2.%118-OI	 I. 5801-141
40 l.3US3	 2.)646-01	 2.4,140-01
15 1.2208	 1.)182-111	 1.'1003-01
10 I. 1541 2.1710-01	 1.)141-01
25 1.111)4 1.2395-01 	 2.2555-01
20 1.06"1 1.2049-012.1412-01
is 1.0353 1.1113-01 1.)01-,I
10 1.0154	 1.1"11-Ol	 2.01111-01
5 1.00)8	 1.1108-01	 2.014.-01
U I.000U	 I.U81)8-01	 1.9587-01
-SI. OU IB	 1.05,08-01	 1.9016-01
-10 1.0114	 1.010)-JI	 1.8'1)8-01
-15 1.035)	 1.9888-'JI	 1.164U-01
-20 L 0641	 I.95Se-cl	 1.1211-01
-15 1.1034	 1.9102-0I	 1.0540-01
-30 1.15'11	 1.131316-01	 1.5.10-01
-35 1.22013	 1.8)92-01	 1.11401-001
-411 1.)053	 1.1909-01	 I.%Oea-U1
-45 1. "l )%	 1.1351-JI	 1.1035-01
-SO 1. SSO41.0098-01	 1.18013-01
-SS	 ?k 20	 1.1.958-UI	 I.U")tl- U^
-60 1.8561	 1.1114,-01	 V.l'16 J - 01
-61. 1.938)	 1.'1810-JI	 ..7179-02
-70 1.9724	 1..514-01	 1.99.-111
-75 1.4844	 1.4365-01	 I. Out 10- 0.?
-80 1.9903	 !.%LSO-UI	 1,411/-01
-d5 1. 9451	 1.%l.1.-JI	 1,185[-141
-90 2.0000	 1.%1'19-11	 1.110!-01
























).45713-Ol	 l.vS59-CI	 1.1910-UI	 1.1711-01	 '1. II54-Ol
7.4)19-111
	
7.4 310-JI	 7.17)9-JI	 1.6103-UI	 I.a I"J- UI	 1.0519-01	 f. 11162-01
3.2111-01
	 3.1651-01	 1.131 lY-Ol	 2.249)-01	 1.5430-01	 11..1 111-01	 1.4161-01
3. OS 711-01	 z. 4082- 4) 	 t. 51138-JI	 1.94114-JI	 I '?1:9-01	 6.4147-01	 1. ^I55--01
1.13/1.5-01
	
1.77413-141	 1.1271-U1	 I.lf1.1-^1	 1.15'1If-.)	 S.Iftll-01	 1.5456-02
1.1182-01	 2.5474-CI	 1.IYU5-01	 I.oa 9'1 :1	 1. 11 SV-a1	 5.6!31-01	 1.5190-02
2. Shc l-Ul
	
1.41095-111	 1.0150-111	 !.bile-vl	 1.71130-Jl	 S.S9b2-01	 1.0046-02
1. 46 U1-JI 1.183v-CI	 1.9670-01	 l J1tl J-OI	 1.0191-01	 5.7949-01	 1.51)♦ -Ol
2.31.11-01
	
1.1617-01	 1.8552-01	 1.%%.1l-CI	 Y./158-112	 5.1leto	 t	 1.5077-01
1.1524-01	 2.0589-cl	 1.)513-UI	 !.)SOB-JI	 V.lf2)-111	 4.d177-01	 l.al 31-01
1.1616-111	 1.4575-CI	 1.07)9-Ol	 1.1 I))-CI	 8.1371-02	 4.4 04-02	 1.3136-02
1.C159-CI
	
1.6615-Cl	 1.5594-01	 1.1919-01	 1.9)78-01	 4.1"55-01	 1.2099-01
1.9944-U



























I.Oltl-Jl	 7.Itl"2-111 ".;9)4-112 1.102%-Ul 	 5.606 J-U3
L: 652 51-01	 1.111"-01	 4.2189-02	 o. 15U2-OL	 J.1b10-01	 1. 14a 4-01 %.'15'1"-0)







. JS06-01 1.4[14-111 Y. 711)-07 1.0160-CA
1.1.9)-Ol
	




 -01 4.6811-02	 1.5091-01 9.159-01	 1.1146-0) -5.7707-04
L OI/U-JI o. 54) -01	 J. 5317-32	 1 iS61-02	 I.JJ W-03 -7.116)-03 -1.9015-01





1.67'1)-01	 -1.1111-01	 1.0%09-111 -1.1913'1-111 	 ♦. lu SO-C ►
5.1015-o1VVS-141 1. 31325-01 -1.1840-01 -.1. .v•1.-Ol -1.5113)-01 -5,07%1-07
]. 15'15-111 - %,. SI 1 - 01 -t. Y9S/-01 -).NYS a-01 -1.7455-C1 -1.0519-01-6.4659-01
1.6111-C2 -I.e949-01 -'1.ASIU-01 -+.1135-111 - ♦.5111 -J2 -2.@115-01 -9.1115-03
I.vvlJ-Ut -2.621)-01 -S 	 -341	 o..e ?l-O/ -S. 1 161-01 -3.699'1-01 -1.2811-Ot
I. 1.'1)1-01 -3.1680-01 -0.47111-01 - 1 .5699-111 6.871"-JI -4. Sl9J-Ol -I.eJ 79-111
1.1)71 - U1 -). ISC/-141 -I.L$63-111 -6 294-34 -).661.5-111 -5.117'1-Ot -I.e"Ce-02
1.0)71-02 -4.0619-G1 -1.5f1U-01 -".'+Sf9-Ul -tl.164J-31 -S."e10-Ot -1.956/-02
,. }•1I-Of -4.1750-01 -i. /J f1-02 -).1;51-111 -tl. 3093-J1 -5.52 1 5-01 -1.9545-142
hE"R^- ►►,)t)^'l1311.1'rY OF TH11
P ;1NAL PAGE LS Ell"
a
l
iALP, 1A . 1.00 BETA . 1.OJ A • 1.00 8 • I.UJ 6UlUA0 . O.001 CLLUAU•O.0
CENTER C(FLFCTIUN .	 O.U0131112
AA01US	 0.IR	 0.1R




















55 1.0000 8.0734-01 7.5915-01
50 I.000U 8.0134-02 7.5915-02











20 1.0000 8.0134-01 /.5915-02
	







0 1.0000 8.0734-02 7.5915-02





-15 1.0000 8.0734-02	 7.5915-01
-20 1.0000 8.0734-02 1.5915-01
-25 1.0000 8.0734-02 7.5915-02
-30 1.0000 8.0134-02 1.5915-01
-3S 1.0000 8.07)4-02 7.5915-02
-40 1.0000 8.0734-02 7.5915-02
-45 1.0000 8.0734-02 7.5915-02
	
-50 1.0000 8.0734-02	 7.5915-02
-55 1.0000 8.0734-02 7.5915-U1
-60 1.000J 8.0734-02 /.5915-02
-65 1.0000 8.0734-02 7.5915-01






































































































































































































































































AL)'NA = 2.00 SETA • 1.OU A . 1.00 8 • 1.00 IULOAD • O.002 GLLOAU•0.004
CENTER UEFLECTIUN •	 0.08131321
RADIUS	 O.IR	 0.1R
90 1.0000 8.0734-01 7.5915-02









10 1.0000 8.07)4-02	 7.5915-02
	
65 1.0000 8.0734-02	 7.691 S-OI
	
60 1.0000 8.13734-131	 7.5915-02
SS 1.0000 6.0134-02 7.5915-01
	
50 1.0000 8.0734-01	 /.5915-01
45 1.0000 8.07)"J2 ).5915-02
	
40 1.0000 8.07)4-01	 l.S915-01
	






15 1.0000 tl. 01)4-01
	
1.5915-01
10 1.0000 8.0734-02 1.5915-02
	
15 I.000U 8.0114-01	 7.S91S-02
	
10 1.0000 8.0134-02	 1.5915-01
	
5 1.0000 8.0734-02	 1.5915-02
	





























































































































































90 1.0000 5.1823-03	 1.0122-01	 1.3643-02 1.5499-C1
	
1.`. 44S-01
	 1.1496-G1 9.49115-O) 5.6936-03
	
1.1841-01
65 1.0000 5.3618-03	 I.0084-02	 1.3591-UZ 1.5140-01 	 1.5)86-01
	
1.1445-02 4.9sU4-JJ 5.6110-03 1.7114-03
80 1.0000 S. 3CCS-03 9.9682-03
	 1.3435-02	 1.5164-0[	 1.5110-01
	 1.1191-01 9.8466-05 5.6G11-03 	 1.7571-G3
75 1.0000	 5.1989-0)	 9.1771-0)	 1.3118-U1	 1. 49 /l-01
	
1.4919-02
	 1.1036-01	 9.6578-03	 5.49 ,06-01	 1.12)4-03





1.1681-01 S. 3V55-JJ	 5.3503-03
	 1.6166-01






60 1.0000 4.6611-03	 0.1659-01	 1.1815-01
	 1.1413-02	 1.))16-02	 1.1688-02 8.6Stl9-03 4.9308-C3	 1.5451-03
55 1.0000 4.4089-0)	 8.1915-01	 1. 11 I5-02	 1.r69b-U1	 1.2652-02	 1.105 15-OZ 8.1901-03 4.6640-03	 1.4615-03
50 1.0000	 4.1,111-U3	 1.75)4-03	 l.UtSI-UI	 I. lbl3-GI	 1.1632-01	 1.1339-J2	 1.65-93-131	 4.1616-01	 1.3668-01
45 1.0000 3.8058-03	 1.1573-03 9.6168-03 1.0960-01 	 1.0911-02 9.5411-C$	 1.0100-01 4.0260-03	 1.2616-0)
40 1.0000	 ).4591-J) 6. 5063-C3	 8.1693-03 10.9618-03 9.9218-0) 8.6751-03 6.4169-03 	 3.6598-03 1.1469-01
35 1. UODU	 3.0811-03	 5.8058-U)	 7.0251-U3	 8. 89CI-C3	 d.8589-01	 1.1410-01	 S./144-01	 1.1651-03	 1.01131-01
30 1.0000 2.6911-03	 5.0610-03 6.8113-01	 1.1491-01	 1.1115-U) 6./480-01	 4. 10941-01 1.81611-01	 0.9110-04
15 1.0000 2.1146-0)	 4.2118-03	 5.7656-03 6.5503-03 6.5173-0) 	 5.1017 -JJ 	 4.1155-U1 1.4062-01	 7.5404-04
20 1. OUOU	 1.84J8-03	 1.4619-03	 4.6661-0) 5. JCII-03	 S. 1825-03	 4.6159-U1	 3.4191-03	 1.9411-0) 6.1013-04
IS 1.0000	 1.1910-03	 1.6196-03	 1. SI10-0J 4.0115-03	 3.9915-01	 3.1910-03	 1.5818-0)	 1.41 J6-O3	 4.6119-04
10 1.0000	 9.1462-04	 1.1571-u1	 1.1690-03	 1. 6914-CJ	 1.68,10-131	 1.14)6-JI	 1.1161-131	 9.1186,-U4	 1.0987-04
S 1.0000	 4.6910-04	 9.8119-04	 1.1090-J)	 1.1504-C3	 1.3461-03	 1.1761-C1	 8.1111-04	 4.9611-04.	 I. 5!,-J D- C4
30
At PHA	 •	 1.UO	 BETA	 =	 2.00 R	 .	 1.00	 8 •	 I.OU	 CUt GAU = C.001 .1t LAO-U.CO%
CENTER	 OEFtECTION -	 0.082)1)11
RACIJS 0. IN O.(P J.1. 0.44. a. SO J. be IN ).dA 0.92
90 1.0000 e. a 1ib-1)2 6.0031-01 9.1856 -t)1 1 .)621-01 o.1 IMU-02 r. 71 to-J2 1.lvl.-1)I I.o fev-01 %. It-
85 I.000U 0.6096-01 8.5999-02 8.1804-01 1.5561-01 b. 1111-01 4.1185-02 1.1106-02 1.6146-02 4.1511-C1
80 1.0000 8.60)4-01 s.SB83-01 8.1049-01 I. 1386-1.2 6.1')4S-Ol ..10)1-J1 J. Id I1-01 1.6181-U2 4. I JCS- 03
IS 1.000U 8.S951-01 8.5oV1-01 d.1391-t)1 1.1094-01 6.1154- t)1 4.b l 16 - a1 1.1083 -J( 1.617 S-01 4.6911-03
70 I.000U 8.5191-02 8.5411-01 d.1033-02 1.1601-01 6. C448-01 4.6411-02 3.Oell-02 1.6026-02 4.6501-01
65 1.0000 8.5012-02 8.5089-t)1 8.0518-01 1. 11 10-J( 6.0)33-02 r. 5971-02 J. J.81-U1 1.5816-01 4.5901-03
60 I.000U 8.5195-02 8.4681-u1 tl.OU18-02 I. 1547-C1 5.9111-02 r. 5428-01 1.OJ84-01 1.5606-02 4. 5.188-03
SS 1.0000 8.5141-01 9.4101-01 7. v 189-01 1.0819-O2 5.8481	 01 -.4195-C1 (.4610-02 I. 5140-02 4.4151-03
SO 1.0000 8.4851-02 8.1669-U1 1.8664-1)2 6.9990-02 5.8166-01 4.4079-01 2. 10JOS-J1 I.f031-U1 4.1405-C)
45 1.0000 8.4540-U., 8.1013-Ul 1.7860-02 0.9082-CI 5./1516-02 4.1281-01 1.8-9S-02 1.4101-01 4.2153-03
40 I.0000 8.4194-02 9.2421-02 1.6981-02 6.bCdS-G1 5.6263-U1 4.1415-C1 1.7651-J1 1.4175-02 ♦.1205 -03
15 1.0000 8.)911-01 9.1111-01 t. 6J 1d-U( 6.1013-G2 5.5194-01 4.1481-02 2. 11o0-02 1.)941-U1 1.9911-03
30 1.0000 8.1425-02 9.0916-02 1.5015-0Z 6.5812-02 5.4CS1-02 ..U4bb-C1 2.0415-C1 1.1$12-01 ).86se-uS
25 1.0000 4.)009-02 8.0193-02 7.39/9-01 6.4615-02 S.1B61-1)I 1.9444-1)1 1.5651-01 1.)081-02 1.1117-0)
20 1.0000 8.1575-02 1.9511-02 1.1819-G2 6.3424-G1 5.1611-01 1. a 3St.-Ol 1. to 451-t)2 1.1611-02 1.5919-03
15 1.0000 8.2111-01 1.d5I5-02 7.1141-01 6.1114-02 5.0111-02 1.12)1-01 1.-Jl)-02 1.1144-02 3.4355-03
10 1.0000 8.1669-02 1.7613-02 7.0581-02 6.0814-G1 4.9 U17-02 1.60b4-t)2 1.3161-01 1.1664-t)2 3.2819-03
S 1. OUuJ 8.1203-02 7.6797-U2 6. 94U1-Ol S. ,0475-01 4.1681-02 1.4916-01 1.2191-02 I.II 71-O2 3.11,01-01
0 1.0000 8.0114-02 1,5915-02 6.8113-01 5.8123-UL 4.6535-02 ).1740-01 1.1.2>-02 1.06/6-02 1.91111-O3
+yt.	
-5 1.0000 8.0265-02 7, SU 13-02 6.7024-J1 5.6772-01 4.4989-02 1.1564-U2 11 .U5,"_02 I.J179-t)1 1.8182-03
-10 1. OOJO 7.4199-02 1,4151-01 6.5844-01 5.5431-02 4.3653-01 5.1391-U2 1.10684-1)I 10	 8610-03 1. o0 )tl-U3
9C'	
-IS 1.0000 1.9)41-02 1,1245-01 6,4692-01 5.4111-01 4.13)1-01 1.U241-02 1.8d51-01 9.1019-03 2.511,0-Of
•	 -20 1.0000 7.889)-01 1,2453-02 0.3547-01 5.2811-C2 4.IUS1-U1 2.9114-32 l.duuo-1)1 B. 1181-03 1.3614-u3
-2S I. 0000 1.8459-01 7.1651-02 0.1446-01 5.1111-01 1.9806
	 02 1.8036-01 1.7200-02 tl. 1691-03 2 1196-03
-30 1.0000 7.8045-02 1.0851-01 6.1)91-01 S.U373-02 3.8611-02 1.6992-02 1.0-20-J1 7.8186-03 2.0616-C3
_	
-35 1.0000 1,7641-02 7.Oiu9-t)1 e.C1d8-J1 4.9212-01 1.1476-01 1. S999-01 1.569J-U2 7.4098-03 1.9503-03
-40 1.0000 7.1214-OZ 6.940 10-01 S.V444-01 4..160-02 5.6407-02 1.5005-02 1.4v9d-U1 1.0156-0) 1.8268-05
-45 1.0000 1.6929-01 6.8758-02 5. 8Seo-Ol 4.1163-02 1.5414-02 1.-197-J2 1.43»-1)1 6.6496-03 1.1121-0)
-S1) 1.0000 7.6611-01 6.6161-02 5.1162-02 4.6249-01 3.4503-01 2.1402-01 1.3166-02 0.5140-03 1.6069-03
-55 1.0000 7.632S-02 6.1614-02 S. IC 3tl-U1 4.5426-01 5.1683-01 2.168 S-1)1 1.3215-t)1 6. J116-G3 1.5121-03
-60 1.0000 1.6073-01 0.1149-02 5.6198-0d 4.4 ICU- 02 ).2959-JI 2.1051-J2 I.L 166-J1 5. 744 I-03 1.428'- 43
-6S 1.0000 7.5856-02 6.6141-01 S. 5949-02 4. 4,C 15-01 3.1131-02 1.150 ,0-C1 1.1164-01 7.5154-03 1.7500-C3
-70 1. Coot) 1.5616-02 6.6404-C1 51.5193-02 •.3553-Ul 1.1811-01 2.1079-J2 1.11)3J-011 S. J2S 5-0) 1.1911-01
-751 1.0000 1.5515-U2 6.61)48-t)1 5. 5U3S-UZ 4.3151-02 3.1416-u2 1.UIU4-1)1 1. 116d-U2 S.I F59-01 1.1503-01
-80 1.0000 7.54))-02 6.5941-02 5.4118-02 4.1859-02 1.1115-01 2.0449-J1 I. IS 110-JZ 5.0684-03 1.2166-01
-85 1.0000 7.5371-02 6. Stl 11-01 5.4613-01 4.1.82-U2 1.0949-02 2. J195-J1 I. lr61-02 b.UU 16-U) I. 196 f-U)
-90 1.000U 1.5352-02 6.5191-02 5.4511-01 4.1623-01 1. 0090-02 1.0144-02 I. 1.11-02 4.9819-01 1.18,15-01
ALPHA
	 = 2.00	 BETA	 .	 2.CO 4	 -	 I.UU	 11 =	 2.OU	 GUL0A0-J.UC2 61IL10•U.0
CENTER CEFLECTIuN .	 C-.11970904
	
RALIUS	 0.10	 U. 1k
	
90 2. 0000	 1. 151 S-UI	 1.b41U-OI
	
N5 1.9170	 I. ISIS-01	 1.6. 1U-Ol
	
bO 1.9152	 1.)S15-01	 1.64/0-01
	




70 1.710/	 1.7515-JI	 1.641U-11
	
65 1.6138	 I.ISIS-OI	 1.64/0-01
	






50 1.)164	 1.751'--01	 I.e410-01
	
4') 1.1649	 1. IS IS-UI	 1.64)J-OI
	
4) 1.2018	 I. ISIS-UI	 1.6410-01
	
3') 1.1511	 1.1515-01	 1.6410-01
	
31 I. IJ94	 1.151 1 -01	 1.6410-01
	
251 1.0146	 I. 1')15-01	 1.641Q-Cl
	






10 1.0115	 1.1515-01	 1.6410-01
	




J I. OUJO	 I. IS15-011	 1.6470-31
	
-5 I.CO29	 I.1115-01	 1.6410-CI
	
-10 1.0115	 1.1515-01	 1.6413-011
	
-15 1.0161	 1.1515-01	 1.6410-01
	
-lU 1.0410	 1.1515-Ol	 1.6410-01
	
-151 1.0.46	 I.IS l5-01	 1.6470-1)I
	
- - C 1..094	 I. 7 SIS-01	 1.6410-01
	
-35 1.1521	 I. 1515-01	 I.611U-Ol
	
-40 1.2018	 I.I5I5-01	 1.6410-01
	
-45 1.1644	 I.1s1S-01	 I.e- It, -01
	
-50 1. 1)e.	 1. 7615-01	 1.6410-01
	
-SS 1.4148	 1. I>IS-1)l	 1.647o-CI
	
-60 1.5119	 I. ISIS- OI	 1.b4 to - Ul
	
-6s 1.6119	 1.IS15-01	 1.0410-1.I
	-10 1.1201	 I.I51s-ol	 1.e4lu-cl
	
-?5 1.6150 	 1 . 1 S I- 01	 l . 641J- 01
	-80 1.9151	 1.1 S  S- at	 1.64 Iu -GI
	
-85 I. 9116	 1.1S15-01	 I. 6. To- 01
	











































































1. 161 J- GI
1.1610-C1
1.161a-aI
a. 11 	 J.60
I.UUS1-UI	 1.1149-ad
I.UUS1-UI	 I. 31109-1)1





1.0051 -UI	 1. 1199-01
I. OOS1-01	 1./194-J(
I.OJ5l-01	 /.1199-J2





I.CC52-01	 I. 11 10Y- J.?
1.0051-JI	 I. 1199-1)1
I. J051 -u1	 /.11109-(11
















I.OJ 511-Ul	 I. 1149-J/
1.CC52-01	 I. 11914-C1
I.JOS1-JI	 1.1199-01
1.UOSL-JI	 I. i1 1010-Ul
I.CC52-01	 1,1149-01









































































































































ALPHA • 1.00 BETA . 1.00 A • 1.00 8 • 2.UO 61d '161' • C.UCI	 4;LLOAC•O.JJ4
CENTER DEf LECTIUN .	 0.11810604
RALIUS	 11j '1, 2 	 O.Iw
90 1.0000	 1.11,1 S-U1,	 1.6.70-01
41, 1.9710	 1. 75 U-01	 1.0410-U1
C0 1.9152	 I. ISI 5-01
	
1.6.10-01
75 1.01,0	 1.1511,-al	 1.6.10-01
10 1.7107	 1. ISI S-01	 1.64/0-01
:S I.e1 0	 I.1S15-U1	 1.6410-at









40 I. 2036	 I. IS IS-01
	 I.O./G-aI
35 1.1522	 1. I51S-01	 1.6.70-01
30 I.IU94	 1.15151-01I.e470-U1
25 1.0746	 1.15110-07	 1.6. 1U-Ot
20 1. 04 TO 1.1515-01	 1.6.10-01
























































1.00 S., _ u 	 1.3199-JI
1O



































1. 31s1-01	 s. 4114-CI
1.31.6,-01	 6.451•-Cf
1.3161-01	 6.4514-C1
1. ifs l-01	 0.451.-C1




















	 1. eO43-J1	 1.1682-01	 1.)6)4-01	 1.191.-01	 b. 8261-01 5.0161-02	 1.5750-02
81, 1.9776 4.6tl01-02
	 6.80 6-02	 1.1861-JI	 1.1411-01	 1.3♦30 -01	 1.1/31,-01,	 tl.s441-J! ♦. Y 1,J 9-01	 I. SSl4-02
60 1.9152 4.4e pe- p2 d. 4267-0I
	






	 1.1060-01	 1.1017-01	 1.0501-C1,	 1. 719 S-U1 4.4 01-01
	 1. fe8 2-02
10 1.1201	 3.84 U-02
	
1.1240-01 9.7161-U1
	 1.1Ct1-01	 1.1013-01 9.6310-U1	 7.11Stl-02 4.0635-01
	
1.11)4-p2















SS 1.•189 1.1611-02	 5.1925-02 6. 5906-U1 	 7.9510-02	 1.9231-02 6.9234-J2 5.1191-01 2.9200-02 9.1524-0)




45 1.2649 1.1248-01	 3.99:0-02	 5.3859-02 6.1109-01 6.0914-07 5.3180-02 1.9411-JZ 1.2471-02





4.6593-01 5.1934-C1 5.2146-02 4.60101-02	 1_4141-02 I.9N S-02 6.09)4-^)
35 1.1521 1.S10a-02	 1.9516-01	 f.v 19 S-0! 4.5111-02 4.SOS3-01	 1.430)-01 1.916,-01 1.660 a-01 5.2045-03







	 ).)0•)-01 1..4 tlJ-UI
	
1.39♦U-01 4.)683-03




20 1.0470 8.,068-03 1.59",-01 2.1563-01 2.4497-02 1.4411-J1 1.1331-02 1.5603-01 8.9990-03 2.8200-0
 3
IS 1.0261	 6.)091-03	 1.196 S-U1	 1.59 ,#2- UL	 1.6165-U2	 I.tlIJS-",	 I5:" U-J1	 II 12J-u2 6 6741-03 2.0914-01
10 1. at I" •.1121-0)	 1.8472-0)	 I. 0571-02	 l.2C16-C1	 1.11014-01	 1_0.63-01	 /.1514-03 •.4141-0)
	 13512-03
S 1.0029 2.0164-C3	 3.9050-0)	 5.2632-03 5.419,-01 5.4585-03 5.1066-03 	 3.8 1,71-03 1.1965-01 e.
.
8e 32 - 04
ALP.A • 1.00 BETA ^ 2.00 A • I.UO e . 1.00 GULOAC-0.037 6LLUAO-O.OJ4
CENTt- OEELECTIUN •	 0.11910804
	XALIUS	 0.10	 0.10	 0.)R	 0.40	 U.5R	 U.OX	 J.IR	 U.9R	 U.90
VO 2. OJ1)0 2.2.:66-01	 1.5405-OI	 1.etl42-UL 1.0291-01	 1. 36tl7-01	 1.9214-CI	 I. 1. 14-Ot
	
I. 1411-02 2.2101-01
BS 1.9770 1.1197-01	 2.5271-OI	 1.0062-J1 1.6Ctl7-01, 1. 3.tl1-J1,	 1.9055-01	 1.1141-J1,
	 1.2669-02 2.1906-01
80 1."152	 1.1996-01	 1.4.90-01	 1. 61 SO-UI	 1.551)-C1	 1.1910-01	 1.655 5- 01	 1.1411-JI	 J. JSOI-01 1.1305-02
75 1.8250 1.1103-01	 2.434 s-01	 2.5414-37	 744669-01,	 1.1070-01	 1.//11-01	 1.1.17E-01, e. /461-02 203111-02
10 1.1201	 1.I iSe-01	 1.)694-UI	 2.4515-UI	 2. 16" 1,1-01,	 1.1075-OI	 1.09 S1-01	 1.11tl•-J1 0.1190-01
	 1.91/5-01




601.5119 1.0616-01	 2.I3I"-Ci	 2.1083-UI	 1.1561-01	 1, 19Ttl-01	 1.5119-J1	 1.0.16-U1 5.000•-01
	 740162-01




SJ 1.))04	 1.994 Vi l	 2.1044-01	 1 090.-01	 1.9613-01	 1. 1C f1-01	 1.341:-O"	 9.1001-01 ♦. d8tl 10-02	 1..514 -01
41, 1.16.4	 1.9640-01	 1.0406-U1	 1.01.5-OI	 l."'"-01	 1.6150-OI	 1.164.-01	 O. SVS4-02 •. Se1 -1,1
	 1.3495-01
40 1.21)38	 1."351-01	 1.9921-01	 1.9458-JI	 1.1903-01	 1.1,111-UI	 t.1919-JI	 043.1"-JI 4.!616-01	 1.154 S- CI	 F





)0I. 10" ♦ 	 I. 6011-01,	 1.99♦ tl-01,	 I. 8119-01	 I.:4C4-01,	 1.7834-01	 1.0614-JI	 I.J962 - J1	 1.11-11 - D1	 1.0810-01
25 I. 07.6	 1.9594 - J ► 	 I.tl49Y-J1	 1.7533 - UI	 1. S71s- C1,	 1.114 /- U1,	 1.337 S- JI	 6.6523 - J!	 1.•573 - 01	 1.002/-02
20 1.0470	 I.tl166-01	 1.8010-01	 L.695?-01	 1.5059-CI	 1.1.91-01	 10.4510-01 6.1295-JI	 f.2 60-01	 9.211 -01
IS 1.0761	 1.814b-JI	 I. 1 65.6-OL	 7.6398- 01	 1.•426- 01	 1.1863 - 01	 4.9019 - J2	 S.dl U2 - U1	 1.94 ) S-01	 8.3 . 211-J)	 t
tU740775	 1.7937-JI	 1.7154-31	 I. SdSe-LI	 1. loll-C1,	 1.1150-01	 d. I.62-01	 5.42 f3-0!	 L i1,/5-01	 1.93.0-01
S 1.0019	 1.1113-07	 746800-01,	 L Sf1,-UI	 I. fI CB-01	 1.0648-OL	 1413405-01 S. JJJ9-01 1 S15/-U1 	 ?.1)97-01
0 I.000U	 1. 1515-07	 1.66410-01	 1.4799-^1	 1.1610-JI	 1.00 1,1-JI	 7,1199-J1	 4.6.81-JI	 I.1161-0/	 6.4)14-C3
-5 1. OU291.1308-31	 1.0 C14-01	 1.4112-01	 1.101I-CI	 9.4561,-O2	 6.1992-01	 4.1615-01 1.090.-01	 5.1030-0)
10 I.OII"	 I. IC98-01	 I.S6.5-01	 I SF4l-01	 1.14Ctl-Ol	 0.85.9-02	 6.21)0-02	 f.1731-0!	 I.BI.O-01	 5. Oo41-J3
-IS 1.0761	 1..494-01	 1.5283 - U1	 I. IIUU- JI	 1.1193 - CI	 d 1414 - U2	 ,.7)1 10-J.	 3.4162-J1	 1.6466 - JI	 4. 3599-C)
-l0 1. 04,70	 1.606♦ -01	 1.4810-01,	 1.2640-01	 1. Oleo- CI	 1.67 11-OI	 1.79613-01	 i. 0674-U1	 1.•161-0!	 1.6" 1144-01
-15 1.01.6	 1.64-76-01	 1.4441-01	 1.1064-J1 9.5019-U2	 ..9505-01 ..614 I-JI	 2.64.1-01	 1.1,1.6"-01	 1.4151-0)
-)0 741094	 1.6191-JI	 1.)991-01	 1.1411-17 tl. 13149. 67 ..1709-01, 4.3156-J1 1.I J 01-JI 9.1106-01 2	 IO.0/` a !!!
-)S 1.1512	 I.S9♦ S-01,	 1.)511-01	 1.081"-01,	 ^. 3895-0!	 5.5.11-01	 S,1e 11-01	 I. III l-J1 6.5514-01	 I.I409-O3
-4U 1.10)4	 1.5611-01	 1.)011-01	 L. 6140-JI	 1. i1!)-0I	 4. I/75-01	 2.1107-OI	 l.tIIS-J1	 ).Ilse-0)	 1.5191-C•
-41, I. 1649	
15J9












♦. oSdo-G2	 I.1191-U2	 f.96S7-Jf -4.0 J94-J) -6.J414-0) -7.1015-0)
	
1.5119	 I...OS-01	 I. 3670-u1	 6.914!-02	 3.6515-GI	 1.1701-0, -4.1 .449-01 -1.1199-01 -9. 1%W -0) -3.13596-(1
-OS 1.6"138	 1-4041 JI	 44")51-01	 5.9914-31 2.0016-O[	 13.1409-04 -1.)918-J2	 1.6360-OI -1.)596-01 -S. O61a-01
-10 I. 1101	 1.167♦ -JI	 9,1451-u1	 S. U:1.-UI	 1.5.1,9-JZ - 10. 1U6f-Ui -1.7111-J1 -7.•0 IO-J1 -1.1414-01 -6".l/1,4-O3
	
1.9150	 1.1171 - 01	 d. 5940 - C1	 4.16313 - U1	 5.•999 - C) -7496 SU-01 -l.ltlllN Ol - 3.11 H - Jt -7.1140- OI -3.4111-0)
- 8U 1.9151	 I. 10)4-01	 9,0411-02	 3.4411-01	 I. Vf09-0) -1.e^SI-:! -1.9151-J2 -1.01,6-J1	 1.4139-01	 /.4313-J)
-0% 1.9376	 1.1d)5-JI
	
I,668,-U1	 1.91,10-J! -0. 1, 116-Gf -1.11313-72 -•.4156-OI -4.045 V-01,	 1.614/-01 - 9. 11 - i I
90 1.0000	 1.1104-01	 1,,14•-U.,	 7.1556-01 - I.J I1S-CI -3.51314-JI -4.59;9-01 -4.11tlJ-J1 -<. Fiji-01 -4.1999-03
32
ALPHA - 3.00 BETA - 1.03 A - 1.00 8 • 1.00 4,U,UAU-C.0CI 6L LUAU-U.0
CENTER Df FLECTIUN -	 1).09960683
RADIUS	 0.16	 0.11.
90 1.0000 9.r6U1-01 9.1.61-01
45 1.0036 9.779•-01 9.2138-01
40 1.0 1 16 9. 1159-02
	 9.2502-01
is 1.0161 9.110,-02 9.1094-02
70 1.0416 9.161.-02 9.1612-01
611 1.068• 9. 1556-01 9.1539-OZ
60 1.0889 9.7.18-J2 9.1246-02
SS 1.1064 9.1.10-02 9.0991-02
SO 1.1161 9.716.-01 9.0620-01
.5 1.1125 9.7).7-01 9.0759-02
40 1.1141 9.1164 02 S.0220-02
)S 1.1.)6,	 9.1'410-OZ 9.0993-02
1.0989 9. 14?8-02 9.1240-01
25 1.06" 9. ISS6-02 9.1510-02
20 1.0.76 9.76!41-01 9.16)1-01
IS 1.0187 9.170.-02 9.1094-01
10 1.0136 9.7)S9-01 9.2301-01
S 1.0016 9.1794-01 9.2416-02
0 1.0000 9.1607-01 9.1466-01
-5 1.0036 9.7194-02 9.2438-01
-10 1.0136 9.7759-02 9.2102-02
-15 1.0141 9.1104-01 9.109.-0!
-20 1.0476 9.16341-01 9.18)1-OZ
-25 1.0664 9.1556-02 9.1536-01
-30 1. 06e9 9. 14?8-02 9.12.6-02
-35 1.1064 9.1.10-U1 9.0993-02
-40 1.1161 9.7)64-02 9.0610-02
-45 1.1125 9.7)4,1-02 9.OIS9-02
-50 1. lies 9.1)601 9.0820-02
-SS 1.106• 9. r4lo-02 9.099)-01
-60 1.0889 9.7.78-01 9.114,6-01
-65 1.0684 9.1556-01 9.1519-OZ
-10 1.0476 5.761'4-02 9.1811-01
-7S 1.0181 9.7704-02 4.2094-02
-80 1.01)6 9.7159-02 9.2101-02
-85 1.0036 9.1194,-02 9.24)8-01
















































































































5.1194-02	 1.6641 - 02







 r. Jeo l-u0-
5. IL OO-oZ ..10195-01



































































1. 4 601-02	 •.110)-aI
1.,443-02	 4.1492-J3



























ALPHA - ).UO BETA - 1.00 A - I.OU d - 1.00 (ULJAU-O.UC2 CLLUAU-U.00.





















R ADIUS	 J.10	 O.1X
40 1.)000 9.7601-01 9.2.91-01
85 I.JJ)e 9.1194-01 9.1438-U1
90 1.0116 9.1159-02 9.110--02
Is 1.0261 9.1104-01 9.109,-01
70 1. 0, 16 9.1634-02 9.1831-02
65 1.068, 9.7556-01 9.1S)9-al
60 1.0889 9.1.18-01 9.11,6-01
55 1.1)64 9.1,10-1)1 9.0991-U1
	
SO 1.1183	 9.136,-02	 9.0810-u1
4,5 1.1115 9.11,1-02 9.0159-01
	
40 1.118)	 9.1164-02	 9.0820-01
35 1.106, 9.1.10- 01 9.0991-01
10 1.0689 9.1418-01 9.11'40-D1
IS 1.0684 9. ISS6-01 9.1530-CI
10 1.0.16 9.7614,-01 9.10)1-01
Is 1.0181 9.1 IU4-1)1 9.109•-U1
l0 1.01)6 9. 1759-01 9.I 10I-UI
5 1.0016 5.1791-01 9.1418-01




























































































































90 1.0000	 0.5961-03	 1.24.41-02	 1.b850-0i	 1.9115-01	 1.9100-01	 1.111.-1)1	 1.1881)-1)2	 1..4,S 1-01	 1.1816-G)
85 1. OU 36 8.5441-03	 1.1•)1-01	 1.6830-02	 1.91)6-C1	 1.9110-01	 1.10,6-411	 1.1116-01	 1. 1ISS-01 1.)1441-03
60 1. Ol le	 6.7811-0)	 1.2199-01	 1.6159-01	 1. 911.-01	 1.41.2-02	 1.4825-0/	 1.I1,V-02	 1.1916-6I	 1.1716-C)
75 1.018 1 	6.54,91-1)1	 1.2311-UZ	 1.6618-J1 I.8 WIN-G1	 I.Sh .6-U1	 1.64#1)-a,	 1.2111-1)1 6.4.91-01	 1.172 I-G3
70 I. O. Ih	 6.18.9-0)	 1.2lel-01	 1.6 1041-01	 1.8 1 66-CI	 1.$410-01	 I.6U24-a1	 1.1 141-01	 6.bsR i-01	 1.06.0-01
65 1.068,	 6.I IS4-01	 I. 195/-OL	 1.8109-1)1	 I. 1811-01	 I.5'4r1-01	 I.Ills-1)Z	 6. 146SA-01	 1.9562-C)
60 1.0889 6.1060-11	 1.162)-1	 I. 5,60-1)1	 I. ISGO-02	 1.1115-1)1	 I..b 1)-J2	 I.UIV6-CZ 6.0151-01	 I.tl,e l-OI





I. .u91-1)2	 1. SI11r01	 1.55)6-1)2	 1.)11?-02 4.6013-0I	 S. 19J5-01	 1.6.80- C1
45 I. 122,	 s. 11 IO-J3 4.1410-0)	 1. 3C9J-01	 1..111-G2	 1..491-02	 1.1.11-CI	 v. 0.111-03	 5.0152-01	 I. V) lo- C1
40 I. 1183	 •.1310-03	 8.0192-at	 I. 1119-01	 1.1+61-CI	 I. I11S-01	 1.1516-CL	 841.,85-Ul	 ,.1,41-Of	 1..66•-U)
)S 1. IJ64	 •.1612-0)	 7.8659-01	 1.0601-01	 1.10.5-411	 1.1 V98-011	 I.U411-a1	 1 41 1.1 I- a$	 •.)9.1)-0)	 1.1701-01
10 1.0889	 1.5911-01 6. I IS6-C1 	 9.1101-03	 I. C498-C1	 1. cS„ -01	 4.196d-0) 6. 4 %01-01	 1.9916-01	 1.1SV6-00
25 1.0684	 1. 461 A-a3	 5.64,15-GS	 1.61116-01	 0.8,4.-c1	 8.9691-01	 !.9911-aI	 o.JSJ /-J1 	 3.5110-01	 1. lies-O)
ZO I.0.I6	 1.1694-3)	 1.494,0-U1	 E. lr9.-1)3	 1.1 JIU-63	 1.1405-413	 4.S6o1-J1	 1.UII1-JI 1.91.,-01 9.840/-C•
Is 1. Ole?	 1. rel4-3 3 	) . 1511)-C)	 4. 6C H-c1 5 . 3644-C)	 ,. SI1, - Ol	 1.029? - O)	 +.11)15 - O3	 1.109, - 01	 1. 1Sal-G4,
10 1.01)o	 1. 16SI-33	 1.1130-03	 J. 06J,-OI	 1.54,41-0)	 3.?161-U1	 1.405)-J1	 ..e6nJ-31	 1.6204-01	 5.4,691-04




eL1-6 . ).OU of16 . f.UJ 6 . I.Ju e • I.JJ 6uLG6J.0.uG1 Olt G60•J.J04
Cf61fe CEFLECT1UN •	 O. C94eJeef
960101
	 O.IN	
1.04O.ZN90 7.0000 I.o4.o-01	 93-ol
IRS 1.0016 1.04)9-al	 I a"I- ot
eo 1,0116	 1661.14-01
	 .10410-01
11. 1.0267	 1.0425-01	 1.0441-01
70 1.0416	 1.01112-4)1	 1.0401-U1
65 1.06"	 1.0)9)-Ol	 I 	 350-01
60 1.0689	 I.o)66-01	 1.')281-01
55 1. 1J64	 7.0))7-UI	 1.0215-01
SO 1.1181	 1.0)00-01	 1.0136-G1
45 1.1225	 1. 015 I-01	 1.0014-UI
4a l.11tll	 1.0110-01	 9.9699-02
15 1.1064	 1.0159-01	 9.8659-01






20 1.0476 1.0000-01 4.6316-02
IS 1.01ar 9.9465-02 v.5445-u1
l0 I.O136 9.691 1-01 9.4511-01
S 1.003& S.:)14-07 9.)543-C1
0 1.00009.1001-01 9.1486-01
-S 1.0036 9.1115-01 9.1131-4)2
to I.u116 9.6594-UI 9.ocet-u2
-l5 1.02&1 9.5942-02 8.8141-01
-I0 1.04 rb V. 5166-02 tl. 1131-01
-IS 1.06&4 9.4515-01 861896-02
-30 1. 048)9 9.188) 1-02
	
8.4471-01
-35 1.1Je4 9.112&-Ot tl. 1111-01
-40 1. lla' 9.16)1-UI 	 8.1941-02
-45 1.1215 9,2114-02 8.0910-01
-50 1.1183 9.I 110-01	 8).0276-01
-55 1.1064 9.1448-01	 I.9ale-02
-60 L. 0611v 9.1271-01 	 1.9611-01







-80 l.Olf6 9.1111- U 2	 7.9901-uI
-8)S 1. 0036 9.1100-01 8.0005-02





























































































6.444) - U2 4.1846-02
6.)9)9-02 4.1631-01
6:1





















). 1C 16-01 1.41 71-u1
1.16SU-01 1.11r/a-01
1.8161-02 l.f.l S-01




























































































610 .6 . 1.00 Ff LI • 3.00 6 • I.OG 0 • 1.170 CLI6&L • 0.002 61.lC60•0.0
CENTE6 Utf ItCTIC% .	 0.101)119)
N6UIUS0.10	 1.10
90 1.0000 1.0069-U1	 1.41,0-01
85 1.0041 1.0016-01	 1.9101-01
80 1.0020 2.0046-U1	 1.91•)-Ol




6S 1.8104	 1.Y 936 - 01 	 1.8)111 - 01





4S 1. 159a	 1.9908-01	 7.6667-Ol





O I.145b 1.9919 - 01 1.4709 - 01
2S 1 C9Btl	 1.9924-01	 1.8121-c1
1U I .. L62C	 1.99Zb-OI	 1.9115-01
IS 1.034 ♦ 	 1.9"19-11	 1.8145-01
1I I. 0157	 1.9911-01	 1.9752-c1





- 5 1.38	 1.9911-01	 1. 1151-01
-10 1.0151	 1.9911-UI	 I.d IS:-Cl
-l$ 1.'1114	 1.9919-')1	 1.8741-07
-20 1.0610	 1.9 vt 6-01	 I. d  I5- al
- 21. 1.0969	 1.,0911-4)I	 1.11711-01




-40 1.1148	 1.4911-01	 1.0618-01
-45 1.1598
	 1.9906-01	 1.8665-01




-60 1.6917	 I.9V11-01	 I.d1)0-Ol
-6^ 1.41011	 1.99'6-01	 1.0171-01







-85 2.00111	 2.0010-01	 1.9)01-01


















l.e abe - UI

































































1.7 11 33 -01	 4.4014-01


































1.II II - UL	 d.4) SIO-01
1. lltl S-01	 e. 1611-01







1. fl SO-01	 16')11)-iI
7.)001-01	 I.JIO I -CI




















































































1.411 +I -cl e.e ua-ut
1.11106-02 ..1/11-0'
1.*406-02 6.19SS -01














































































































































































































































a.I so 3 -02
d.eodb-oz
9.1611-01
8. 111 d- at
8. )540- 01
U. IN	 0.9A	 0.90













































0 1.0000	 1.9931-01	 1.8158-01	 1.6679-U1	 1. 4a 10-01	 1.1 1,17-01	 a.4114 - 01	 5.1635 -02 	 2.6851-07
	
1.5211-03
90 2.0000 6.7109-02	 1.1 Obb -01	 1.6411-01	 1.93)1-01	 2.0164-01	 1.8618-C1	 I.4 ISJ-01 9.0964-02
	 1.1451-01





1.1610-JI	 1.5406-U1	 1.8481-61	 I.09)U-01




,.	 15 1.9741	 5.9001-02	 1.1151-01
	












AS 1.8104	 S.U633-01	 9.49)1-02	 1.1130-01	 1.4151-G1	 1.4167-01	 1.1714-01	 d.VLId-02	 4.9717-02
	
1.5190-01








SS 1.5120 ).9718-02	 1.4151-02 9.9453-02 1.1180-01	 1.0991-01 9.44nb - J2 6.861I - J.1	 3.8168 -u1 	 1.1105-02
"U 1.4593	 3.4488-OZ 6.4006-01
	





45 1.3598 2.9611-02 5.5044-02
	
7.4642-132 8.41)b-C2 B.)Z25-01
	 I.L91U-01 5.2671-J2 2.9581-OZ 9.1288-03







35 1.1038	 1.1114-02	 4.0071-02	 '.1955-01 6. 1199-CZ	 6. C853-01	 S. 3021-02	 3.9150-01 2.1101-02	 6.9111-03
3) I. 1w.6	 I. 1696-02	 1.1189-01	 4.4889-01 5.1010-02 5.0898-02 4.4499-02 	 3.1989-01	 1.8795-02 5.8905-03
15 1.0988	 1.4150-02 2.IC16-02	 3.6481-U2 4.1SS)-CI 4.1541-02 	 3.644U-02 1.1,15-02 1.5514-01 4.8861-01
20 1.0620 1.1171-02	 ?.1153-02	 2.8596-02	 1.26.1 4-02	 3.1684-UZ 2.8141-01 1.1460-02 	 1.2116-02	 3.8999-03
15 1.0344 8.1769-03
	
1.5602-02 I. 1111-02 2.4116-1)1 2.41,32-01
	
2.1332-02
	 1.5Y 68-02 9.2014-03 2.911" U3
1  1.0151	 5. 45JS-03	 1.02?8-02	 1.)911-01	 1.5912-01	 1.5989-02	 1.4116-01	 I. 0586-01 o.1186-01	 1.9 SO4-C3
S 1.0018	 1.1051-01	 S.I CL S-01	 6.4114-0)	 /. 9C 11-C3	 1.9510-03	 1.0215-0)	 5.1185-01
	
1. J5S/-01	 9.1659-04
ALPHA • ).00 8FT1 • ).00 A • 1.00 9 • I.UO CULUAC w 0.001 OLLOAO-O.CG4
CENTER CEiLEC I I.S =	 0.10371/93
a. IN	 0.4R	 0.511	 0.68	 U. IN	 O.8N	 O.YR
1.4499 -JI 	 1.5591-(;1	 3.40JU-01	 2.9514-CI	 l.z JYL-01	 1.))SO-01	 4.4991-0?
1.4100-01	 ).SZ40-C1	 1.3509-UI	 2.1406 -01 	 1.1061-01	 1.1?LO-0I	 4. 1I- ♦ -01
3.3661-J1	 1.4113-CI	 1.1686-01	 1. 1I4b-JI	 1.9911-JI	 1.1)44-U1	 3.5675-C1
3.15 do- C1	 1.261" 01	 1. 0 C6d-01	 1.4955-0L	 1.1814-01	 9.85 101-02 1.9985-01
3.1L so- 01	 1.0141-C1	 1.1611-01	 1.160`1 GI	 I. S664-01	 d. 59'0-01	 1.5618-OZ
1.9611-01 1.8191-C1	 1.5100-01	 2.0632-01	 1.4144-UI	 1.6169-U2 1.2481E-02
2.6C84-01	 1.6900-CI	 2.3803-01	 1.8412-C1	 1.1954-Ol	 6.8198-02	 1.0211-07
1. 6b3V -J1 	 1.SIIJ-Ol	 1.1161-U1	 1.I500-01	 1.1418-01	 6. 1J1S-01	 1.8500- 02
2.5319-01	 1.1848-C1	 1.0118-01	 1.6244-GI	 I.I J5.11-J1	 5.8409-01	 1.1111-01
1.4154-01	 1.15W-CI	 1.4481-01	 1.5144-JI	 1.0317-U1	 5.4444-01	 1.5446-OZ





1.1141-01	 1.6119-L1	 1.1151-01	 1. 14S I- CI	 V. 0505-01	 4.1565-01	 I. IV 19-0?












1.1544-C1	 1.4091-01	 1.1181-CI	 7.4194-"	 /.6511-C1	 1.1198-01
1.8461-01	 1.6174-CI	 1.1881-01	 I.J481-01	 b.9u61-01	 I.5686-01	 1.0306-ad
1.8157-..1	 1.59111-CI	 I. IOVU-at	 4.1912-uI	 6. IV I1-J1	 1.11V7-U1	 9.4.7)1 03
1. IS66-CI
	










L. 6115-01	 I. 1011-02	 4.8184-01	 2.1141-01	 0.5158-01
1.5414-J1
	
1.1199-C1 10.8411-01 o.Y 14 J-J1 4.1143-01 1. J5S5-1)2	 S.5J14-01
1.4140-01	 1.1 .4	 c I	 9.0410-01	 6.1206-02	 3.11)1-ul	 I. 1181-01	 4.4591-0)
1.1911-01	 1.ICI" C1	 8.1550-01	 5.4182-02	 1.1174-01	 1.1919-01	 ).1981-01
1.)158-01	 1.0141-01	 1.2115-01	 -.elv l-01	 I.S2JJ-U.1	 1.04-56-02	 1.1160-01
1.1189-1)1 4.1528-C1 6.1347-01	 1.1586-"	 1.8656-JI 6.8161-01	 1. 1U9 I- UI
1. 11S1-JI	 N.Cn96-01	 5. I8L5-01	 1.8416-01	 I.11J6-lid	 ).1615-0)	 1.1114-OS
I. 0131-J1 6.4411-01 4.0511-07	 1.6 7 99-01	 5.1)18-J) -1.0659-04	 1.098)-01
9.115)-01	 1.ILIV-J.1 2. 11415-J.'	 6.5016-0) -1.1111-01 -4. ISI1-O) -2.1110- Ol
8. 01160- J1 4.1666-o1 	 1.5419-011	 1.•161-01 -4.46$4-J1 -8.9931-01 -1.5119-01
6.1480-02
	





1.1140-01 -1.5981-01	 2.6171-JI -I.dIoJ-01 -6.1)44-01
♦. l II--U1
	
1. d 1S9- O4 	 11 .t/44 - J1	 1.81 to- 1)1	 1.S 141 - 01 -1.)184-01 - 1.9006- C1
3. C830-OL -1.1116-C1 - I." lu-01 -..Ji l  !-J.1	 •.>Jei-J.1 -1.8811-Jt -V.6909-0)
1.7911-J1 -2.1451-02 -5.11C0-02 -6.0849-01 	 -2 so- O.1 -1.48.--01 -3.1800-01
1.8460-e1 -1./499-01 - 5 . 1114-U1 -0.710 1-01	 0.1.$1-JI -4.0911-01 -1.4131-u1
I.bdbi-J1 -1. ul IV G1 -6.1846-0I -1.4991-JI	 0.4111-1)I -4.6161-JI -1.6658-01
1.61)U-GI -1.0110- C7 -6. l'V 81-,)1	 ? ..11i1 -.	 1.1)91 )1 -4.11-1$-0? -1.7911-J1
1
ALPHA • 5.JO BETA • 5.0J A = I.UU d • I.UU CULUAD • C.UC2 OILLAU-O.0
CENTER OEFLECTIUN •	 0.10573:50
RADIUS	 0.10	 0.lw
90 1.0000 ).0)86-U1 9.9369-01
85 1.0018	 l.0 )tl s-Ol	 9.9))6-01
e0 1. OlS.	 l.0 )tll-0l	 9. 8116 -01
15 1.0)50	 1.0313-01	 9.1899-02
711 1. 0626	 I.J 363-01	 9.1499-02
65 t. 0986 1.0149-01 	 9.6910-01
601.1404	 1.03)2-01	 9.61)2-01
SS 1.18)4	 1.0)14-01	 9,5656-01
50 1.2111	 I. C299-01	 9. S10U-02
45 1.2711	 1.0291-01	 9.11879-02
40 1.1177 1.0299-01	 9.51UG-02
35 1.18:4	 1.0114-o1	 9.1656-02
30 1.1404	 1.0332-01	 9.63)2-02
25 1.0986 1.0349-01 9.6970-02
20 1.0019 1.0363-01	 9.1499-C2
15 1. 03501. 01 0-0 1	 9. 1899-02
l0 1.01511	 1.0381-01	 9.8176-01
5 1.00)8	 l.0):S-Ol	 9.9336-02
0 1.0000 1.0386-01 9.d389-02
-5 1.003: 1. 0)8 S-Ol 9.8336-",
-10 l.U154	 1.0391-U1	 9.8176-01
-11 1.0350	 1.0773-01	 9.7899-02
-20 1.0628	 1.0363-01	 9.1499- CZ
-2S 1.0966 1.0349-01 9.6970-02
-30 1.1404	 1.03)2-OI	 9.61)2-02
-35 L. 1934 1.0314-01 9.5650-01
-40/.1171 1. C299-01 9.5100-02
-45 1.2311	 1. 029 1-01	 9,4979-OI
-50 1.2111	 1.C299-01	 9.51JU-01
-55 1.1834	 l.0114-Ol	 9.5656-02
-60 1.1404 1.0332-0, 9.6))1-0Z
-65 1.0986 1.0349-JI 9.6970-01
-701.0628	 1.0363-01	 9.1499-G1
-T5 1.0350 1.0373-01	 9,1899-01
-80 1.0154 1.0381-01	 9.8176-02
-85 1.0036	 1.0385-01	 9.8336-02






























































































































































































































AL P HA - S.UU BETA , 5.OU A = I.OU B • 1.00 CULCAU • 0.001 CIIOAD•0.004




90 1.0000 ...3 -D	 9.83:9-C1
85 1.0038 1.0385-01	 9.8336-02
90 1.0154	 1.0381-01	 9.8170-01
77 1.0)50 1.0373-01	 9.7999-CZ
70 I.0618	 1.0363-01	 9.1499-0,
65 1.0986 1.0349-01 9.6970-02
60 1. 1 1.04	 1.0331-01	 9.0332-02
55 1.1834 1.0314-"1	 9.5656-U2
50 1.2171	 1. 0299-0I	 9.5100-02
45 l.2)ll	 1.0,9)-01	 9.487?-02
40 1.2177	 1.0199-01	 9, 51OU-GZ
35I. Itl 34 1.0)14-01	 9.5656-01
30 1.1404 1.0331-01 9.6331-01
1S 1.0986 1.03.9-01 9.6970-OZ
10 1.06281.0)63-01	 9.1499-02




5 1 	 1.03:5-OI 9.8336-02

















































































































 1718-01	 3.8016-0 3
	





40 1.0000	 7.1113-03	 1.3462-01	 1.8154-U2 2.0911-01 	 2.1057-02	 1.9631-U1	 1.4UU 1-02 9.1035-03 2.5841-03
8SI.OJ ):	 7.l ile-03	 1.3.57-U1	 I.:[SB-J1 1.0880-OI	 I.,UJ9-01	 1.6571-JI	 1.1444-02 0 06UL-03 1.5616-0)
BO 1. OlS.	 1.1191-03	 1.14.1-02	 1. BlvO-02 1.018♦ -OI	 t. Otlel-02	 f.di. )-J2	 1.15/60-01	 1.9159-0)	 2. >' I S 1-0)
1S 1.0150	 1.1239-03	 1.3411-01	 1.:104-02 1.U615-02	 2. U.u3-02	 1.8007-02	 1.).41-U1	 1.69id-U3	 2.4141-J3
TO I. 0618	 7.1117-01	 1.3)59-U,	 1./9TU-J2 2.0360-C2	 I. C220-02	 1. 75Yo-C2	 1.1911-01	 /. )4Y 1-03 1 219.-O)
OS 1. CY90	 1.0631-03	 1.1168-01	 1.7/64-01	 I.v9V6-01	 1.9091-01	 1.6961-CI	 1.215.-J1 6.9904-03	 2.1131-U)
60 1. 14.04	 7.0166-03	 1.310.-U1	 1.34.9-C2	 7.4490-JI	 1.9u01-02	 1.616.-J2	 1.159 d-J1 6.36 14-03	 1.9091-031
55 I. 1814 6.8815-0)	 I. Zl08-02	 1.6964-01	 ).11905-C1	 1. 61 S0-02	 1.5145-01	 1.0/!3-3t	 S.?999-03	 1. IC31-0)
50 1.2111	 6.o1?9-J3	 1.2144-01	 1.0111-01	 1./1007-01	 1. it ll-01	 1..30 U-Jl	 1 .91418-J3	 S.i111-0)	 1.5767-33
4S ).1111	 6.1780-J1	 ).1496-02	 I.SIB ^ U2	 I.ol1S-C2	 I.611U-02	 1.)434	 '	 v. iv 56-J)	 ..4929-0)	 1,4411-OS
40 1.2117	 5.5619-03	 1.0)81-C2	 I. 3811-C2	 I.S397-C2	 1. 49S.-U2	 1.Zo 16-02	 d.v /110-J3	 11.da 18-01	 1.4144-03





1.1912-61	 1. IJ61-02	 1.3661-02	 I, fdlr Of 4.Sd11-O3	 1..407-0)
25 1.09867.)187-03	 o. )(55-03	 9.6.11-J)	 I. OC42-02	 1. C1YU-01	 9.21111 a-J3	 1.1115-J)	 4.1104-03	 1.1691-03
.1 0 1.0628	 1.:013-03	 4.9663-03	 6.8511-03 B.JSl7-G)	 8. 1bC8-U)	 ?.6090-U! e.0 U1f-J!	 ).6734-U1	 1.21)5-U!
IS 1. J7su	 1.9198-03	 1.6160--01	 S.IC36-03	 6.0388-03	 6.)770-O)	 S.d lei- C3	 +.6ell-0)	 1.d?I 1-03	 9. 16?9-04
101.015.	 1.16116-0)	 2.4210-Of	 ). fdZl-c3	 4.0221-03	 4.1466-03	 15.9/4)-J3	 ,. ld 511-O3 	 1.991.-01	 6.9411 -Oa










90 1.0000	 1.1049 -01 	I.liB5 -Ol
BS 1.0038	 1.1098 -01 	 L 1119 -01
80 I. 0154	 1.1093 -01 	1.1162 -01
75 1.0150	 1.1086 -01 	 1.1111-01
70 1.0628	 1.1074-01 	 1.108b -Ol
6S 1. 0986	 I.IOS /-01	 1.1024 -01
OO I. 1404	 1.1031 -01 	 1.0944 -01
SS 1.183.	 1.1002 -UI 	 1.0816 -UI
50 1.1111	 1.0960 -01 	 1.0119 -01
4S1.2111	 1.0910 -OI 	 1.0636 -01
40 1.2177	 1.0855 -01 	 I.US.tl -UI
35 1_.1834	 1.0191 -01 	 1.0413 -01
30 1.140.	 1.0718 -01 	 I. J4U1 -01
25 1.0986 1.0680 -01 	 1.0318-C1






10 1.0154	 1.0507 -01 	 1.0060 -01
51.0038 1.0449-01 9.9543-02
0 1.0000 1.0386 -01 9.8389 -CI
-5 1.0038	 1.0322 -01 	 9. 1130 -01
-10 1.O1S4	 1.0254-01 9,5749 -01
-15 1.035.	 I. 0181 -0I 	 9.4223 -01
-201.0628 I.O101-01	 9.2511-02
-25 1.0986 1.0011-01 9.0665-U1
-30 1.1.04 9.9249 -02 8.8645 -0Z
-35 1.1934 9.8302-02 9.6582-O2
-40 1.2177 9.7424 -01 8.4119-02
-451.1311 9.6148-02 9.3393-02
-50 1.2177 9.b 3eB-02 9.1806 -01
-S51.1834 9.e 154-02 8.2948 -U1
-60 1.1404 9.6197 -01 8 121 tl-02
-65 1.0986 9.6403-02 9.1703-02
-10 1.0628 9,6515-02 tl.41.0 -OL
-751.0350 9.6608 -01 8.4489-02
-80 '.0154 9.6b76-02 tl.4735 -OZ
-tl5 1.0038 9.o?1b -01 	 8.4880-02


































































































































































1.3887 -02 	 7.1419-03

















































ALPHA = 5.00 bETA = 5.00 e = 1.00 8 - 1.00 CULUAO = 0.00,1 CL UTAO = .,




90 2.0000 2.1033 -01 1.0473 -U1
B5 2. OOr6 2.1011 -01 2.0421, -01
BO 2.0286 I.o991 -01 1.0176 -01
75 2.0521 2.0919 -01 	 2.0031 -OI
70 2.0506 2.0943 -01 	 1.9141 -UI
65 1.9833 2.0777 -OI 	 1.9195 -Ui
60 1.8171 1.0745 -01 	
':"'7 
5-01
55 1. 6b5l	 1.0740 -C1 	 7.9)59 -01
50 1.5333	 2.0 14 l-01	 1.9389 -U1
45 1.4055 2.0156 -01 	 1.94", 1
40 I. 3020 1.0761 -01 	 1.940. -01
35 1.2195 1.0715 -01 	 I.Y.94 -01
30 1.1542	 2.07tl 1-01	 1.9511 -01







3 2.0792 -01 	 1.9559-01
10 1.0154 2.0794 -01 	 1.9565 -01
S 1.0038 2.0195 -01 	 1.969 -OI
0 1.0000 1.0196 -01 	 1.9510 -01
-S 1.0058 2.0195 -Ul 	 1.9569-01
-10 1.0154	 1.0794 -01 	 1.9565 -01
-IS 1.035)	 1.0 T92 -01 	 1.9555 -01
-20 1.0641
	
2.J 190 -01 	 1.9544 -01
-15 1.10):	 2.0796 -01 	 1.9535 -U1
-30 1.1511	 2.07tl1 -01 	 1.9517 -C1
-35 1.2195	 2.0715 -01 	 1.9494 -01
-40 1.3020 1.0761 -01 	 1.9464 -01
-45 1.4055 2 U158-01 	 1.	 8942-OI
-50 1.5333	 2.0117 -01 	 1.1389 -OI
-55 1.6851	 1.0110-0I	 1.9)59 -C1
-60 1.d474	 2.0115 -01 	 1.9)15 -01
-65 4.9833	 1.0111-01	 1.9495 -01
-10 2.0506 1.084U -01 	 1.9141 -01
-75 2.0521 1.0,019 -01
	
:.0031 -UI
-80 2.0196 1.0992 -01 	 1.0116 -CI
-eS 2.OU 70	 2.11)11 -UI 	 1.0424-U1





































































































































































































































































ALPHA . S.UG ditA
	
1.00 A - I.JU d . l.UU 4ULWAU = C.001
	
6LL1•AL=O.CJ.

















































25 1.1032	 2.0786-01	 1.9"35-01
	
20 1.0641 1.0790-01	 1.9549-GI
	
15 1.0353 2.U19Z-01 	 1.9559-01
	
l0 1.0154 2.0194-01 	 1.9565-01
	


































































































































	 1.3144-01	 1.8586-01	 2.2155-01	 2.3443-01	 1.1992-01	 1.1661-01	 1.1011-01	 3.8113-01
80 2.0186 6.9101-OZ	 I. 1108-01	 1.8280-01	 1.1519-CI	 1.1427-01	 1.0632-01	 1.o180-01
	 9.7875-02 3.1608-02
75 2.0527 6.8389-02
	 1.1963-01	 1.7692-01	 2.U431-01	 2.0145-01	 1.8481-01	 1. 393U-01	 8.0201-02 2.5088-02







65 1.983) 6.1041-02	 1.1484-01	 1. SZ28-01	 1.6890-01	 1.6181-01	 1.1610-JI	 9.512o-02 5.0207-02	 1.4250-02
60 1.8474 5.4813-02
	










50 1.5333 4.0306-02	 1.5236-02	 I.00L5-01	 1.1178-01	 l.Cd83-Ul	 9.238Y-Ul	 6.6u91-J2	 3.6105-02	 1.0777-01
45 1.4055 3.4114-02 6.)889-01 8. 5428-01 9.5913-02 9.4156-02 d. 089 1- 02 5.8651-02 3.1570-02 9.9126-03
40 1.3020 2.8166-02 5.)962-02	 1.1427-02 6.1802-02 8.0901-OZ 	 7.004 U- O1 5.1312-02 2.8855-02 8.9111-03
35 1.2195 1.4055-02 4.5205-02 6.U853-02 6. 9CIS-02 6.8621-01 5.9801-02 4.4161-02 2.5061-02 1.8212-03
30 I. 1542	 1.9851-01	 3.1365	 ? 5.0413-02 5.7355-02 S. 7259-0Z	 5.0146-02	 3.7151-02 2.1279-01 6.6924-03
25 1.1032 1.6047-01 3.0228-62 4.0853-02 4. bS88-02 4.6651-02 4.1005-01 3.0590-02 1.7558-02 5.5519-C3
10 1.0641	 1.1530-U2 2. 362 U-01	 3.1463-01 3. b514-C2 3.6644-01 	 3.2295-01 1.4165-01	 1.3919-02 4.4175-03
15 1.0353 9.1163-03 1.740?-02 	 1. 3570-01 1.0960-02 1.1098-02 1.1921-01	 1. IY42-02 1.0359-02 3.2960-03
10 1.0154 6.0723-03	 1.1458-02	 1.5518-01	 1.1776-01	 1.7886-02	 1.5812-02	 1.1874-JZ 6.8657-03 1.1881-0)
5 1.0038	 3.U131-03 5.6865-03	 7.1C93-03 d.8291-03 S.bd97-03 	 1.8646-03	 5.9105-01 3.4105-03	 1.0911-03
ALVHA . S.UO BETA = 5.00 A = t.UU 8 • 2.OU GLLUAD = 0.002 OLLLAU•0.004
CENTER DEFLECTION -	 0.21211069
aAOIUS	 O.IA	 O. If




80 1.0286 1.?892-01	 3.1484-01
75 1.0517 1. 7 758-01	 3. 1991-01
70 1.0506 2.7467-U1 	 3.217S-01
65 1.9833 2.6941-01	 3.09110-01
60 1.8474 1.6127-01	 2.9565-U1
55 1.e8S1	 1.5412-01	 1.9168-01
SO 1.5333	 1.4778-01	 1.6:':-01
45 1.4055	 1.4171-01	 1.5811-C1
40 1.3010 1.3644-01 2.4d60-Ol
15 1.1195 2.1181-01	 2.4014-01
30 1.1541 1.2767-01	 2.1254-01




15 1.0353	 2.1115-01	 1.1299-01
10 1.0154	 1.1401-01	 1.0711-01
5 1.0039 1.1097-01	 2.0138-U1
0 1.0000 2.0196-01	 1.9"10-C1
-5 1.0038 2.0494-01	 1.9000-01
-10 I.OIS4 I.JIRY-UI	 1.9419-U1
-15 1.0353	 1.9810-01	 1.7818-01
-20 1.0641	 1.9531-C1	 1.7191-01
-25 l.1U31	 1.9182-UI	 1.6513-C1
-30 1.1542	 1.8796-01	 1.5701-01
-35 1.2195	 1.8310-01	 1.4973-01
-40 1.3020	 1.7891-01	 1.406b-Ol
-45 1.4USS	 1.1344-01	 1.1039-01
-50 1.5111	 1..111-UI	 1.1865-01
-515 1.6651	 1.6008-01	 1.0550-01
-60 I.Aw14	 1.5161-01	 9.1846-C2
-65 1.98)3	 1.4613-01	 8.0112-UZ
- 70 1. 0506	 1.4218-01	 7. )C7U-02
-IS 1.0517	 1.4081-01	 7.0109-01
-du 2.O1tl6	 1.4012-01	 7.061w-01
-b" 2.0016	 1.4L41-01	 7.1103-01
-90 Z.OJJO	 1.4100-01	 ?.11d6-u1
O.SM	 0.4P	 O.SR	 O.eA	 J.IR	 O. tlN	 C.99







3.7316-01	 3.8761-CI	 3.1114-OI	 3.2354-UI	 1.4154-01	 1.4184-01	 4.6451-01
3.6230-01 3.6852-01	 ).4452-UI	 2.8976-01	 1.U916-Jl	 1.1666-01 3.5539-C2
3.4617-01	 1.4316-01	 3.1054-01	 1.5103-01	 1./295-01	 9.1073-01	 1.5914-01
3.16oe-01	 1.1622-01 1.1854-01	 2.1839-01	 1.41 40- 01	 1.3889-02 1.0301-01
3.0666-UI 1.9156-01 1.5431-Ut	 1.97U5-01	 I.3002-01 b.-5TU4-U2	 1.8088-01
1.8847-01
	
2.1304-01	 2.3647-01	 1.8334-01	 4.1163-01	 0.1441-02	 1.7419-01
1.7:54-01 1.5647-01
	
2.2189-01	 1.1104-01	 1.1546-01	 5.9161-01	 1.7068-02
1.5863-01 2.4192-61 L.LdY3-UI 	 1.6289-01	 I.U958-Jl	 5.7184-02	 1.65db-C2
2.4637-01 2.2888-GI	 1.9699-01	 1.5355-U1	 1.0 159-U1	 5.4456-01	 1.5904-01
1.3540-01 2.1701-01	 1.8597-01	 1.4453-01	 9.1490-U2	 S.1359-01	 I."U63-02
2.2543-0 1 	 .0607-C1	 1.1540-01	 1.3581-01	 9.1)85-02	 4.8106-01	 1.4111-02
2.1624-01	 1.9585-01	 1.6541-01	 1.1138-OI	 8.53)3-ul 4.4180-02	 I. 3110-01
2.0 Tb1-G1	 1.8619-01	 1.5597-01	 1.1919-01	 1.Y 356-02	 4.1427-02	 1.2084-01
1.9942-01	 1.769)-01	 1. 46 lb-Ol	 1.1120-01	 1.)451-02	 3.8070-02	 1.10)2-01





1.2d96-Ul	 9."519-L1 6.1151-01	 3.1142-01	 8.8984-03
1.7600-01	 1.5031-01	 1.2Cll-01	 13. 7111-02	 5. 5dtlO-01	 1.7946-01	 1.81-56-01
1.6635-U1
	 1.4145-01	 1. 11 18-01	 1.9800-01 4.9 y )6-02 1.4500-0 -	6.1162-0)
1.6045-01	 1.)239-01	 l.U104-01	 7.1709-02	 4.3d4.-01 1.0919-01 S.S934-07
1. WZO-01	 1.2301-01	 9.1581-01 6.3145-U1	 3. 11 o0 -01	 1.1151-01	 4.439,#-01
1.4369-01	 1.1316-C1	 8.2619-01	 5.4602-U2	 1.1 JZS-02	 1.1590-U2	 3.2491-C3
1.3453-01	 1.0268-OL	 1.2168-01	 4."368-02	 1.415 1- O1	 9.6611-03	 1.0144-03
1.2461-01 9.1361-62 6. Gd81-01	 1.5518-02	 1.648­ 02 5.5478-03	 7.3583-C4
1.1369-U1
	
1.8961-01 4.8024-01 1.4914-J1 9.1"0 J-03 	 1.23b1-03 -5.81iV -U4
1.0151-01 ..5218-G1	 1.5193-01	 1.3411-C1 9.4141-04 -3.2S)5-03 -1.5185-03
8.7118 -01 4.9978-02 1.0411-02	 1.0951-J3 -1.1)01-03 -7.8"-5S-03 -3.1390-01
1.2151-01	 3.1910-U1 4.1165-01 -1.1141-J2 -1.6727-U1 -1.1443-01 -4.4810-03
5.SC68-01	 1.4318-02 -1.309-5-01 -2.5966-01 -1."821-02 -1.6816-01 -5.6183-03
J. 7189-01 -4.6841-C3 -3.6690-01 -1.9932-01 -S. w44-J2 -1.1172-02 -6.IL44-01
2.2L91-U2 -1.1577-C2 -4.1071-02 -5.3818-CZ -4.4801-02 -2.6525-02 -8.1915-01
1.1400-01 -3.3565-GI -6.0650-01 -6.1539-02 -5.651.-01 -1.4011-01 -1.0169-01
8.45d9-03 -4.0094-02 -1.0376-02 -1.9811-01 -0.9119-J2 -4.1726-02 - 1.4611 -01
/.."I r03 -4.1916-02 -7.6408-02 -8.9101-C2 -8.00615-J1 -S.2906-C2 -1.815,9-02
1. 145b-03 -4.4117-C1 -1.9013-02 -9.4SA9-ol -6.6949-01 -5.9016-02 -2.1686-01
7.8 )In-u3 -4.445U-01 -d.1.641-01 -9.6)vS-JI -d.9161-J1 -6.1180-J2 -2.ZeYu-02
38
lk
ALPHA • 10.00 W A • 10.00 A • I.UU - . I.OJ 44uLCA1,-U.001 .LLLAL•J.0




90 1.0000 1 .0484-01
	 9.9341-01
85 1.0018	 1.048)-01 9.9294-01
•0 I. 0154	 I.Jr 78-U1
	 9.91)1-UL






60 1.15411.041 i -Ol
	
9.1061-01





40 1.28 41	 I.U366-01 9.4901-01
3S 1.2114	 1. C396-01
	
9.6045-02
30 1.1542	 1.0413-01	 9.1067-02
25 1.1033	 1.0444-01 9.185)-O2
20 1.0641 I.U460-01 9.84)5-01
15 1.0353	 1.0471-019.8852-01
10 1.0154 1.0478-01 9.9111-o1
S 1.0038	 1.0483-01 9.9294-02
0 I.000U 1.0484-01 9.9347-01
-5 1.0038	 1.0483-01	 9.9294-OZ
-l0 1.0154	 1.0418-019.9131-02
-15 1.035)	 I.U411-01 9.;952-02
-20 1.0642	 1.0400-01 9.8435-02
-25 1.1033	 1.0444-01 9.7853-02




-40 1.2847	 1..366-01	 9.,.901-01
-45 1.3195 1.0149-01 9.4290-02
-50 1.1847	 1.0366-01 9.4901-02










-80 1.0154 I.U479-01 9.9132-02
-BS I. 0038 1.0483-01 1.9194-02


















































































































































































































































ALPHA =10.00 BETA =10.00 A = 1.00 6 + 1.00 CULUAD-6.0C2 CLLGAD=0.004
CENTER DEFLECTIuN •	 0.10669158
	
RADIUS	 O.IR	 0.1R





80 1.0154	 1.0478-01	 9.9t32-01








































I5 1.0353	 1:C411-U1	 9.88112-OZ
	
10 I.UIS4	 I.Or78-UI	 9.9131-02
	
5 1.00)8	 1.0483-01 9.9294-02
	






















































































































85 1.0038	 7.2410-03	 1.)6rb-Ul
	 1.8519-02 1.1218-02 Z. I Jb1-01	 1.8884-02	 1.4115-J2 8.1881 03
	 2.605)-U)

















1.8196-U4 I.0 14S-02 1.0 625-J2	 1.79,11-01	 1.3195-J2	 1.5619-u3 I.3101-G3
61. 1.10)3	 1.12114-03	 1.7540-CI	 1.8119-01 L 0411-01 1.CI lZ-02	 1. 344-01	 1.1661-01	 I.0Ytlb-01 2.1895-07
601.1541	 1.1159-03	 1.3460-02	 1.?d Y&-02	 1.9949-02	 1.9400-02	 1.6%53-01	 1.116/-01 6.4119-03
	 1.9110-0)
51. 1.117%	 I.ltlS9-U3	 1.1311-U1	 1. 1S61- U1
	 1.1311-L1	 1.;431-J2	 1. Slob-Ul	 1.U552-001	 5.5211-03	 I. 5561-01
SO 1.18%1	 7.078 tl-Ol	 I. 3058-01
	 1.10[8-01	 l.tl4fl-001	 1.7110 -UL 	
1.I1411-
 at	 9.I 7bY-J3	 ♦.4915-0)	 1.1566-C3
45 1.3195 6. rCe 0-03	 I.l 7110-01
	
l.6 Jo 1-02
	 1.1)09-OL	 l.."? _O2	 167 01 d, tilt-0)	 ).9001-U3	 9.5112-04
40 1.28%7	 5.9512-U)	 1.1041-U1	 1.4512-u1	 1.59)7-Gt	 I.SI C2-01	 1.232%-02 8	 Ol-01	 4.1135-01	 1.0961 0)
)S 1. 1174	 5. C4d"_u3 9.4620-Of	 L 2611-U1
	
1.4148-01	 1.1918-01	 1.1938-OI 8.5511-07 4.6%98-03
	 1. 3et1-03
30 I. 1541	 4.1848-03	 /.9107-0/	 1.L149-G1
	
1.2141-02	 t.1%41-01	 I.IUII-ul	 d.lb21-J3	 4.1538-0)
	
1.4997-03
25 1.1031	 3.31184-05 6.4406-U1 	 8.9556-0]	 1.032.4-CI	 1.0617-01 9.6)19-03	 I.4wtl4-Of 4.441 f-003	 1.4670-0)
10 1.064?	 7.6491-J1	 S.J641-Oi	 1.01!7-J!	 8.1649-03 d. 61%1-0)	 1,9578-Ji 6.1117-Oi	 J. 8161-0)	 1.292 U-Ol
Is 1.0353	 1.9715-01	 1. I4S1-U1	 5.11%4-UI	 6.193;-u3	 6. 1.158_u1	 6.09u 8-73	 -. do 71-J)	 I. 0J91-U3	 1.0)14-0)
101.0154	 1.28 ,16-03	 7.4120-03	 1.41-6-C3	 4.l Z44-C3	 4.31]6-07	 4.Ill o-0)	 7. f,Jw-U)	 I.U661-03
	 7.1450-04
S 1.0036 b. ftll )-004	 1.2281-01	 1.1101-U3 1.060)-V3	 1.1924-0) 1.7699-J)	 I.o 1 -0	 I.J49 b-0]	 ).6419-04
39
ALPHA	 10.00 BETA • 10.01) A 4 1.00 8 • 1.00 CULUAO . O.UOI CLLOAD•0.004
LENTEN DEFLECTION .	 O.10669158
MAGI US	 0.IR	 0.18
90 1.0000 1.1209-01	 1.1103-01
as 1.0038	 1.1201-01	 1.1197-OI
80 1.O154	 1.1203-01	 1.1279-01
15 1.0353	 1.1195-01	 1.1249-01
70 1.0642
	 1.1181-01	 1.1203-01







SO 1.2847	 1.1073-01	 1.0196-01
4S 1.3195	 1.1020-01
	 1.0665-01
40 1.2847 1.0961-01	 l.OS94-01
35 1.2174	 1.0901-01	 1.0551-01
30 1.1512	 1.0842-01	 1.0498-01








S 1.0018	 1.0546-01	 I.OD52-01
0 1.0000 1.0484-01 9.9347-02
-5 1.0038 1.0419-01 9.8065-02
-10 4.0154 1.0150-01 9.6660-02
-15 1.0353 1.0276-01 9.5101-02
-20 1.0641	 1.0195-01	 9.3511-02
-15 1.1033	 1.0105-01	 9.1406-01
-30 1.1542 1.0005-01 8.9156-02
-35 1.2114 9.8913 -02 8.6583-01
-40 1.2847 9.1704-02 8.3861-02
-45 1.3195 9.6103-02 8.1934-02
-50 1.1847 9.6577-02 8.1844-02
-55 1.2114 9.6776-02 8.2713-01
-60 1.1542 9.7016-02 8.3601-02
-6S 1.1033 9.7215-02 8.4114-02
-70 1.0642 9.7362-02 8.4840-02
-75 1.0353 9.7461-02 8.5218-02
-6U 1.0154 9.7538-02 8.5471-01
-85 1.0038 9.1578-02 8.5618-02














































































































































































































ALPHA 10.00 BETA =10.00 A = 1.00 8 • 2.00 (;ULOAL-O.001 0LLOAU-0.0





90 2.0000 2.1196-01 2.0681-01	 1.9142-01
85 2.0076 2.1183-01	 2.0631-01	 1.9b16-01
80 2.0308 2.1144-01	 2.0479-01	 1.9313-01
7S 2.0701	 2.1076-01	 2.0111-01	 4.8158-U1
10 2.1197 2.0918-01	 1.9840-01	 1.79/l-Ol
65 2.1194 2.0814-01	 1.9447-01	 1.7161-01
60 1.9579 2.0842-01	 1.9331-01	 1.6949-1)1
SS 1. TITS 2.0862-01	 1.9410-01	 1.1110-01
SO 1.5548 2.0884-01	 1.9494-01	 1.1298-01
45 1.4141 2.0900-01	 1.9556-01	 1./426-01
40 1.3054	 2.0912-01	 1.9600-01	 1.7511-01
3S 1.2208	 2.0920-01	 1.9631-01	 1.1',62-01
to 1. 1541 1.0926-01
	 1.9655-01	 1.7619-01
1S 1.1034	 2.0931-01	 1.9613-01	 1.1664-01
20 1.0641 2.0934-01	 1.9685-01	 1.7689-01
15 1.0353	 2.0931-01	 1.9694-01	 1.1707-01
10 1.0154	 2.0918-01	 1.9100-01	 1.1119-01
S 1.00)8 2.0939-01	 1.9104-01	 1.1126-01
0 1.0000 2.0940-01	 1.9705-01	 1.7118-01
-S 1.0038 2.0939-01	 1.9704-01	 1.1116-01
-10 1.0154	 2.0918-01	 1.9700-01	 1.7119-01
-IS 1.035)	 2.0937-01	 1.9694-01	 1.1707-01
-20 1.0641 2.0934-01	 1.9605--01	 1.1689-1)I
-25 1.1034	 2.0931-01	 1.9673-01	 1.1664-01
-30 l.1S41 2.0926-01	 1.9655-01	 1.7629-01
-35 1.2208 2.0920-01	 1.9631-01	 1.1502-01
-40 I.IOS4 2.0912-01	 1.9600-01	 1.1511-01
-45 1.4141	 2.0900-01	 1.9556-C1	 1.1426-01
-SO 1.5548 2.0884-01	 1.9494-01	 1.1298-01
-55 1.131S	 2.O6e2-01	 1.9410-01	 1.1110-01
-60 1.9579	 2.0842-01	 1.9))2-01	 1.6949-1)I
-65 2.1194	 2.0874-01	 1.9441-01	 1.7161-01




-80 2.0108	 1.1144-01	 2.0419-01	 1.9113-01
-as 2.0076	 1.118)-OI	 1.0611-U1	 1.9436-01











































































































































































































ALPHA  • 10.00 BETA • 10.00 4 = I.UO B • 7.JU 4LLLAU-0.uC/ 41LUA0•U.JU4
CENTER DEFLECTION .	 0.11159157







15 2.O101	 2.1016-01	 2.0211-01
TO 2.1197 1.0918-01
	 1.9840-01











3S 1.1208 1.0910-01	 1.9611-01
30 1.1547 1.0916-01	 1.9655-01
25 1.1034	 2.0931-01	 1.9613-01




l0 1.0154	 2.0938-01	 1.9100-01
S 1.0036 2.0939-01	 1.9704-01



































































































































	 1.3116-C1	 1.4121-01	 1.1419-OI	 1.9112-Ul
	 1.2060-01	 4.1123-01






80 2.0308	 7.0806-02	 1.)560-01
	 1.88)0-01
	 1.1181-C1	 2.3351-01	 1.1661-OI
	 1.1163-01	 1.0511-01	 1.5115-02
75 2.0701	 1.0516-02 1.))93-01
	 1.8313-01 2.1206-U1
	 2.1615-01
	 1.9364-01	 1.41l8-JI	 8.5885-02 2.1481-02
10 2.1197 6.9992-02	 1.1106-01	 1.1519-01
	 1.9633-01
	 1.9151-01





	 1. 7S 70-01
	 1.6160-01	 1. )DO 6 -JI	 8.4511-01 4.0021-02 9.5105-03
60 1.9519	 5.9284-02
	







SS 1.7375	 4.9856-02 9.2417-02
	 1.2174-01	 1.3366-01

















4S 1.41-41	 3.5114-02 6.5721-02 8.7832-02 Y. 86C1-02 9.6747-02 8.1938-02 6.0051-U1 3.3285-02
	
1.0107-02
40 1.3054 2.9500-02 5.5140-01	 1.4179-02 B. 39C3-01 8.1996-02
	 7.1886-02 5..1 I11-02 2.9610-02 9.1785-03
35 1.1208 2.4633-02 4.6295-01 6.1330-U2
	 I.O111-01
	 1.0341-01 6.1345-CZ 4.5351-01 1.5/13-U2 G.U6U6-03
30 1.1547 1.0320-02 3.8141-01
	 5.1602-01 S. 0124-02 5.864/-02 5.1391-02 3.8104-02 1.1846-02 6.8199-03
25 1.1)34	 1.6411-02	 3.0921-01
	 4.1802-01 4.1618-02
	 4. IIS1-01 4.1983-01









	 1.4121-02	 1.4111-01 4.5114-01
15 1.03 1,3 9.4376-01	 l.7BOL-01












S 1. CO38	 3.0811-0) 5.8165-U1	 1.8848-03 9.6192-03 9.0879-03 9.0363-03 6.0 JS5-03
	 3.4895-03
	 1.1116-03
ALPHA = 10.00 BETA •IJ.OU A . 1..0 B = I.UU LULUAU = U.UG1
 II LLAU=O.UO4
CENTER Of ELECTION •	 0.71359157
RADIUS	 O.IR	 0.10
90 2.000U 1.8193-01	 3.4368-01
85 2.0076 2.8176-01	 3.4287-U1






65 1.1194	 1.7594-01	 3.1861-01
























10 1.0154	 2.1559-01	 2.0611-01
S 1.0038	 2.1241-01	 ?.0185-01




-10 I.OIS4	 1.0317-01	 I.BS?B- UI
-15 1.0353	 1.9993-01	 1.1914-01
-20 1.0641	 1.9653-01	 1.1769-OI
-25 1.1034	 1.9169-01	 1.6580-01




-40 1. 3US4	 1.1962-01	 1.4066-01
-45 1.4141	 I. 1)dd-Ol	 1.2984-01
-50 1.5548	 1.6705-Ol	 I.IIJ)-Ol
-55 1.1175	 I.S876-01	 1.0161-01




-70 1.119/	 1.3919-01	 6.1144-01
-75 1.0101	 1.4016-01 6.8240-07
-80 1.0306	 I.4J63-Jl 6.9186-01
-8S 2.0076	 1.4090-01 6.9149-01
-90 2.0000	 1.4C99-01 0.9933-01
U. 3R	 0.48	 O.SR	 0.6R	 O.Ik	 0. OR	 0.90
).d968-01 4.1186-LI	 4. LOW, -0 	 1.6143-GI


































	 2.4192-01	 1.8423-01	 1.1411-UI	 5.151)-02
	
1.1511-L2














	 1.4534-C1	 1.1191-JI	 1...516-61	 1.I1J1-Jl	 S. 1942-01
	
1.6111-02




	 9.9166-02	 5.I3S6-02	 1.5)91-0?
1.2189-01	 1.0656-CI	 1.117)-01	 1.1114-01	 9.1114)-J1	 4.8951-01
	
1.4396-02










































1.6130-J1	 1. 13 CO- k; 	 I.U244-Ul	 1.1919-U2	 4. 3v42-J2	 2.1006-01	 S.5955 03
I. 5196-01	 1.1143-01	 9.1195-01	 6.3405-01	 1. 774Y-L1	 1.1311-U1	 4.41)1-03
1.4419-01
	
1.1338-01	 8.1693-01	 5.4496-02	 1.0861-01	 1.3481-01	 1.2115-03
1.1483-U1
	
l.U1t6 -GI 	1.1969-01	 4.507/-07	 1.1871-01	 4.4192 Ol	 1.9508-03
1.2469-01
	
9.1114-01	 6. C431-01	 1. 5OU 5-01	 1.64 )e-01 5.2605-03	 6.16)6-04
1.1)49-01	 1.8411-02	 4.1849-02	 1.4120-01 11.4019-J5 8.1002-04 -1.1891-04
I. 0 C89-01
	
6.41)1-01	 1.)946-02	 1.1257-01	 3.S 164-OS -1.8541-03 -2.1111-03
8.6431-02 4. 81 is- al
	
1.8417-01 -7.1605-04 - 9.0906-U3 -8.6184-03 -1.4116 01
6.9 SO1-Ol 2.9663-U2 9.1121-04 -1.4182-02	 I.8411-J2 -1.3194-02 -4.6197 03
4. 946J-02 d.2210-01 -1.0311-01 -2.9462-01 1.1256-01 -1.6615-01 -5.2511 03
1.6981-J1 -1.4998-01 -3.806-01 - 4.3435-02 -3. M 16-0.1 -1.6600-02 - 5.11511 03
9.5014-03 -3.)111-02 -5.5044-07 -5. 1UO5-02 -4.1044-02 -1.1640-02 - 5.90)5-01
4.5190-01 -4.1996-01 -6.1966-01 -1.2+91-01 -5.8141-01 -).4110 02 -1.0160-02
4.4496-03 -4.5152-01 -1.6188-01 -6.51)6-07 -1.445!-U1 -4.149102 -1.6242 01
4.81111-03 -4. 1C 19-02 -8.1618-01 -9.4916-02 - 6.5716 -01 -5.7251-02 -2.0615-01
7.0734-03 -4.11110-02	 d 41So-OR -1.0031-01 -9.141/-Ot -6.1961-02 -2.1150 02
5.15SJ-J3 - 4.8445-01 -6.5186-JI -I.u2lS-JI -4.4596-..1 	 6.4811-01 -4.1961-02
6f, -	 41
